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ABSTRACT

This report was prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy National Low-Level Waste
Management Program to present the results of a life-cycle cost analysis of a low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility, including ali support facilities, beginning in the pre-operational phase and
continuing through post-closure care. The disposal technology selected for this report is earth-
covered concrete vaults, which use reinforced concrete vaults constructed above grade and an
earth cover constructed at the end of the operational period for permanent closure. The report
develops a design, cost estimate, and schedule for the base case and eight alternative scenarios
involving changes in total disposal capacity, operating life, annual disposal rate, source of
financing and long-term interest rates. The purpose of this analysis of alternatives is to determine
the sensitivity of cost to changes in key analytical or technical parameters, thereby evaluating the
influence of a broad range of conditions. The total estimated cost of each alternative is estimated
and a unit disposal charge is developed.
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SUMMARY

The Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 requires the Department of Energy

to provide technical assistance to compact regions, host states, and non-member states Ik_r lhc
siting, design, and operation of a radioactive waste disposal facility. This report presents the

result of a conceptual design and life-cycle cost analysis prepared lk_ra low-level radioactive waste

disposal facility, including a base case and alternatives. Earth-covered concrete vaults were
selected lk)r the disposal technology and a facility was designed to support operations at the site,

inciuding access roads, buildings R)r personnel and equipment, a waste storage facility, and a

fenced disposal area surrounded by an exclusion area.

The result of the Iii'e-cycle cost analysis fi)r the base case conditions, expressed in terms of a

unit disposal charge, is $223.99 per cubic R)ot. The unit disposal charges for the base case and

each of the alternate cases considered for the sensitivity analysis are summarized in the fi)llowing

chart. The unit disposal charge fl)r the base case, $223.99 per cubic flx_t, is indicated at the Ici't,

and this wduc is the reference value used to evaluate the results of the sensitivity analysis. Two

alternate values were evaluated lk)r each variable chosen for analysis. The results arc prcsented

to the right of the base case fl)r comparison.

The base case analysis showed that costs incurred in the pre-operations and operations phase

of the disposal facility life contributed almost equally to the unit disposal charge and together,

constituted approximately 94% of the total unit disposal charge. Further analysis showed the total

pre-operations and (_perations phase costs to he relatively fixed over the range of conditions

evaluated tk_r this study. Labor li_r receiving and emplacing waste was the principal variable cost

Unit Dislx_sal Charge Sensitivity Analysis Rc,-suits
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in the operations phase and these costs constituted only 3.3% t)t" total operations costs.

Engineering and construction costs for the disposal cells themselves were the only variable costs

in the pre-operations phase and these constituted only 28% of total pre-operations costs. Thus,

total costs of the facility and its operation are relatively independent of facility size.

The unit disposal charge was found to be more sensitive to changes in the waste receipt rate

than the other t'act(_r,_,;hown by the preceding chart. The total costs for the operations phase

were not changed greatly by increasing or decreasing the annual waste receipt rate. However,

larger total volumes of waste accepted for disposal provide a broader basis over which to

distribute total facility life-cycle costs. Thus, the unit disposal charge is increased when the annual

receipt rate is decreased, and the charge is decreased when the annual receipt rate is increased.

The second most significant parameter measured in the sensitivity analysis is the source of

financing. This impact is attributable to several causes, including higher rates of interest

associated with private debt, the impact of taxes on private operators, and the use of a mix of

equity capital and debt for the private financing with a higher return required on capital than

debt. Consequently, higher participation by private industry tends to increase the cost, if ali other
factors remain the same.

The sensitivity of the unit disposal charge to the operating life was measured as the third

most significant variable. As was the case with variation in the waste receipt rate, this sensitivity
is attributed mostly to the intlucnce of operating life on total disposed volume. The contribution

of a change in the operating life, and the associated contribution of this change to the cost of

operations, was moderated because total waste volume varied directly with operating life.

The least impact was attributed to the variation in the interest rate. This result is in ccmtrast

to that obtained under a change in ownership structure because of two forces that act in unison,

but impact different ends of the expenditure profile in opposite ways and consequently tend to

cancel out. For example, decreases in the interest rate for borrowed money tend to decrease the

cost of the pre-operations phase because this phase is financed (to some degree) with borrowed

money. However, decreases in the same interest rate tend to increase the cost of the closure and

post-closure phase because this phase is financed with invested funds. In total, decreases in the

interest rate tend to increase the unit disposal charge primarily because there is less investment

income available to help fund the closure and post-closure periods.

The results indicate that the unit disposal charge is not particularly sensitive to an increase

in interest rate (and hence the discount rate). However, the unit disposal charge was more

sensitive to a decrease in interest rate (and hence the discount rate).

This economic report indicates that the lowest unit disposal charge is achieved with a l al%e

publicly financed facility. The largest cost components in terms of their contribution to the u,_it

disposal charge arc pre-operational and operational activities.
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Economics of a Small-Volume Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Disposal Facility

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-240)

requires the Department of Energy (DOE) to provide technical assistance to states and compact

regions in establishing and fulfilling their new low-level radioactive waste _LLW) capacity

responsibilities under the Act. The objective of this report is to present the results of a cost study

for a LLW disposal facility receiving a relatively small volume of waste. The earth-covered

concrete vault technology used in this report combines aspects of two technologies: above-ground

vault and earth-mounded concrete bunker, examined in the conceptual design report titled,

Alternative Concepts for Radioactive Waste Disposal, published in June 1987 (CDR). 1

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the Iii'e-cycle costs associated with the planning,

construction, operation, closure, and post-closure care of a small-volume LLW disposal facility

using an earth-covered concrete vault technology. The life-cycle costs are developed for the four

periods in the facility life: pre-operatior.s (planning, siting, licensing, construction); operation

(waste receipt and storage); closure (site closure and five-year monitoring); and post-closure

(institutional care and monitoring for 100 years), lt is anticipated that the inlbrmation presented

in this report will provide state developers with technical and financial data that would be helpful

in the development of specific designs and concepts for site spccific facilities.

The design developed for this study is not site specific and consequently, generic assumptions

were used to represent site characteristics and to allow devclopmcnt of a suitable design. Every

effort was made to develop assumptions that were both reasonable and defensible; these

assumptions are documented in Chapter 2 and should be reviewed for applicability by anyone

seeking to use the data in this report. The approach used to develop the design and to conduct

the economic analyses used in this report employs a base case scenario and sensitivity analysis of

four primary technical and analytical parameters. The base values are neither preferred nor

recommended, but were selected to represent a point of rcfcrcncc. Each of the four major

parameters selected for variation was ranged both above and below the value used in the base

case. The purpose of this approach is to demonstrate the impact on cost of variations in selected

project parameters, thereby making the report more useful to a broader constituency of readers.

1.3 Report Organization

This report is organized into live chapters. The first chapter is the introduction, which

presents the background, purpose, and organization of the report. The second chapter presents

the general assumptions used to develop the design, operating plan, and cost estimate, including

the base case parameters and the alternatives considered in the sensitivity analysis. Chapter 3

presents the costs associated with each phase of activity, including the results of the sensitivity



analysis. Chapter 4 summarizes the results of the report and is followed by a list of references
(Section 5) and appendices containing supporting material. Appendix A describes the site and

disposal fat:;;ity. This appendix has three sections, covering the site, support facilities and disposal

systems, and disposal operations.



2. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

This chapter presents the assumptions developed for the design, operation, and cost

evaluations prepared for this report. These assumptions are presented separately in each of the

three categories, but significant interdependencies exist and, consequently, assumptions rclating to

one category, such as operation, can influence results in another area such as cost. Design and

operating assumptions are presented for only the base case. The cost assumptions present the

range of technical and analytical parameters used for the sensitivity analysis.

2.1 Design Assumptions

• A single site will be selected for detailed characterizatit n.

• The performance of the earth-covered concrete vaults meets the performance

objectives established in Subpart C of l0 CFR 61. No actual performance asscssmcnt

was prepared as part of this study to demonstrate compliance?

• Structural design criteria are summarized in Table A-2 of Appendix A of this report.

° The modular design used to achieve disposal facilities of different capacities, using the
earth-covered concrete vaults disposal technology, will conform to the codes and

standards in Appendix A.

• Environmental surveillance and monitoring requirements will be based on the data in

Table A-6 for the baseline monitoring during the pre-operations period; Table A-7 Lhr

the operations period and the closure period; and Table A-8 for the post-closure period

(Appendix A).

• Class A waste and Class B/C waste will be segrcgated and disposed of in separate

concrete vaults constructed above grado. The Class A vaults and the Class B/C vaults
will both be covered with earth ccwer at least 6.5 ft thick.

• The earth cover system will be designed to Level Q quality assurance as defined in

Section A.2.8.1 (Appendix A) of this report.

2.2 Operating Assumptions

Operating assumptions for the base case apply to the receipt of waste, placement of waste in

the disposal facility, regulatory compliance, and waste packaging.

• Waste is assumed to be received at the site at a uniform rate of 30,000 ft3 per year
over the 30-year operating life of the facility.

a. See Appendix B for a discussion of the dose assessment.

3



• Waste is assumed to be packaged for transport in either a 55-gal drum, a 4 by 4 by 8-ft
wooden or steel box, a 6.5-ft-diameter by 6.5-ft-tall unshieided cylinder, a 4-ft-diameter

by 4-ft-long shielded cylinder, and a more heavily shielded cylinder 1 ft in diameter by

12 ft long (CDR, Section 3.1.1, Design Basis Assumptions). s

• Waste will be received, stored, and placed in annual campaigns lasting two months.

• Ali waste sent to the disposal facility will meet the waste characteristic requirements of
Section 61.56 of 10 CFR 61. The burden of demonstrating compliance with these

requirements is with the generator of the waste.

• Waste is assumed to be 97% Class A waste and 3% Class B/C waste, by volume.

• The facility will not accept hazardous chcmical or mixed waste.

• No volume reduction or other treatment capability is required on site.

• Operating requirements relating to environmental regulations are based on current
standards and remain stable over time.

2.3 Cost Estimating Assumptions

• Ali costs will he presented in 1992 dollars. No escalation will be applied.

• A unit disposal charge will be calculated as the average amount that must be collected,

on a level basis over the operating period, for each cubic foot of waste to recover pre-

operating, operating, closure, and post-closure costs. This analysis will consider the
effects of Federal income taxes, interest, and profit, where applicable, using the

assumptions presented in Section 3.3. This unit disposal charge will be calculated as a

present value amount at the start of pre-operations (1992) using real interest rates that
are net of inflation.

• Key financial parameters will be those stated in Table 3-19 (Section 3) of this report.

• Construction of the concrete vault will be accomplished by a subcontractor to the

facility operator using a separate labor force from that used for site management and

disposal operations.

• The technical and analytical parameters for the base case cost estimate and the

sensitivity analyses are summarized in Table 2-1. The parameters were varied

individually to create different sensitivity study cases; the specific cases and parameters

are presented in Table 3-22 (Section 3).

° No allowance is made, nor is consideration given to any surcharges or other fees that

may be placed on waste received for disposal, other than those required to meet the

financial requirements of this study.



• No allowance is made, nor is consideration given to taxes of a site specific nature, such

as franchise, property taxes, sales or gross receipts taxes, or state or local income taxes,

or to community assistance payments.

• Purchase cost for the site land was not considered because of the fact that such costs

are site dependent and would not change the relative results between the base case and

the various sensitivity cases.

Table 2.1. Technical and analytical parameters.

Parameter Base value Alternate paramcters

Total capacity 900,000 ft 3 300,000 ft3 1,500,000 ft3

Annual rate 30,000 ft3/yr 10,000 ft3/yr 50,000 ft3/yr

Operating life 30 years 20 years 40 years

Financing 50% private 100% private 100% public

50% public

Interest rate 4% 1% 7%



3. ESTIMATED LIFE CYCLE COSTS

3.1 Cost Estimate

The nature of this study requires a cost-estimating method that promotes accuracy,

traceability, and consistency. Traceability is required to promote comparison of alternatives such

as those represented by the base case and the alternatives considered for the sensitivity analysis.

Consistency is required to ensure that the cost estimates for the alternative can be compared to

the others. The cost-estimating method used for this study was selected after a careful evaluation

of currently available techniques and methods, including a broad range of computer models. This

review considered the requirements of this study together with the results of reviews conducted by

others addressing topics such as model accuracy and validity.

3.1.1 Method

COSTPRO is a generic cost-estimating system that can be used to prepare cost estimates on

projects from the planning stage through detailed design, and was selected to prepare cost
estimates for construction elements of this study based on its accuracy, traceability, and

consistency. One of the strengths of the system is its ability to manage up to four different work

breakdown structures (WBSs) simultaneously without reentering the basic cost-estimate takeoff
data. This is particularly helpful in instances where multiple format reporting may be required or

where reporting requirements are not known in advance or can be expected to change over the

life of the project. The model creates two basic files: a takeoff file, which contains all quantities
and direct costs; and a factors file, which contains indirect cost factors, WBS codes, and estimate
notes.

A product-oriented WBS was used to organize the estimate. This facilitates comparison of

estimates and reduces estimate preparation and review time. The first level of the WBS is the

project itself. The second level of the WBS separates the actions necessary to complete the
project into four elements with numbering assigned as tbllows:

1.1 Pre-Operation. Direct and indirect costs incurred for selection, acquisition (other

than land purchase cost, see Section 2.3), characterization, licensing, and construction

of the disposal facility and support facilities are included under WBS 1.1, Pre-

Operation. These costs include professional services required for siting, design,

licensing, and construction management, subcontracted construction of site

improvements, building and utilities, compliance with applicable regulatory

requirements, and construction of land improvements, and support buildings.

1.2 Operating. Direct and indirect costs tk)r receipt, inspection, placement of waste, and

construction of waste cells are included in WBS 1.2. These costs include startup,

maintenance, environmental monitoring, cell construction, and purchase of equipment

during the operating life of the facility.



1.3 Closure. Direct and indirect costs for WBS 1.3 include placement of the earthen

cover, environmental monitoring, regulatory compliance, removal of ali buildings except

the equipment storage building and the guard station, and site operations during the
five-year closure period.

1.4 Post-Closure. Direct and indirect costs for WBS 1.4 include minor custodial activity,

environmental monitoring, and regulatory compliance during the post-closure

(institutional control) period.

The third level of the WBS differentiates among elements of cost. Although the third-level

categories vary. within each Level II branch of the WBS, representative categories include

personnel cost, construction equipment, equipment and vehicle maintenance, construction, and

contingencies. The total estimated cost is summarized in Section 3.1.2.5 of this report.

A cost estimate was prepared for the base case using the WBS as an organizational tool.

This cost estimate itself is a compilation of direct costs, such as labor, including the impact of

personal protective equipment on productivity, labor fringe benefits, supervision, and material

costs. The capital cost of construction and operating equipment, such as trucks or cranes, were

estimated separately from the labor required to operate the equipment in accordance with the
cost elements of WBS Level III.

Indirect costs include ali activities that cannot be identified with a particular end product,

such as legal services, insurance, general and administrative overhead, and fee. These costs arc

represented as a percentage of the direct cost and are displayed separately from direct cost and
described in the estimate criteria.

Other cost elements that are estimated as a percentage of direct cost include escalation and

contingency, each of which are tabulated separately. Escalation is an amount addcd to a cost to

represent the cost of the underlying element if purchased at some date in the future. Escalation

was not applied to any costs dcveloped for this report and ali costs are stated in 1992 dollars.

Contingency is an amount added to estimates to anticipate budget needs E)r the completion

of work that is in the scope of the project, but that is not covered by the base amount beff)re

application of contingency. Cost estimates prepared tbr this study estimate contingency using the

cost risk based analytical method developed for projects involving a range of risk and

uncertainties. The methodology provides for the evaluation of proven risk factors, such as design

completeness, in terms of importance and risk (likelihood of an unfavorable outcome).

Contingency also provides for the inherent uncertainty associated with estimated unit prices,

quantities, and methods of accomplishment (ranging from productivity to contracting). /ks such,
contingency represents amounts that will be required to complete the project. Ali cost cstimates

prepared for this study include a contingency that has been estimated in a consistent, traceable

manner following an established methodology. The results of the contingency analysis are

provided in Appendix D. The factors considered when developing contingency include

uncertainty in the estimated quantities, economic conditions, uncertainty in unit costs, the

potential tbr design development, such as technological refinement, and minor modifications

within the scope of the project. Contingency is not used to provide tk)r scope additions, such as

additional waste disposal capacity, beyond the original scope.



Quality assurance and quality control are provided for ali design data, cost estimates,

analysis, and report narrative prepared for this study using procedures and policies meeting the

requirements of NQA-1. Quality requirements have been applied to this project using a graded

approach that considers the end use of the products being generated. Consistent with the

requirement of the quality assurance program, ali work is subjected to independent review to

verify the correctness of the design, accuracy of cost estimates, adequacy of supporting

documentation, and clarity of narrative in terms of the requirements of this study. Assumptions,
where made, are noted and referenced.

3.1.1.1 Pre.Operating Costs. Pre-operating costs are those required to select,

characterize, and license the site, design and construct the support structures, and support the

start of operations. The cost of site selection, characterization, and licensure were estimated on

the basis of professional judgement, the information provided in the conceptual design report, and
a limited amount of historical data. The costs of these activities were estimated using a top down

methodology and assigned to the appropriate WBS. Professional judgement was used in two

ways. First, professional judgement was used to review the historical data and develop top down
estimates for selected elements of cost. Second, professional judgement was used to develop a

staffing plan for overall management, including administration and construction management. The

resulting cost of these activities was determined using a resource loading algorithm.

The resource loading algorithm develops cost estimates by applying unit costs to the duration
identified in the schedule. The costs are said to bc schedule driven because the cost of a site

safety inspector, for example, is determined by multiplying the fully burdened cost of an inspector

by the duration of the requirement.

Construction costs for support facilities and other construction were estimated using a

bottom up methodology based on the design drawings and the written description of facility

requirements. Quantities of material, such as concrete, were estimated from the drawings and

then the price was calculated by multiplying the quantity by the unit price. Overhead and profit
for the construction contractor were added to the cost to determine the total construction cost.

The cost of engineering design was estimated as a percentage of construction with the

percentages derived from in-housc, actual cost data. The percentages used were:

• Support facilities: 15% of construction cost

• Construction equipment: 5% of purchase cost

• Land improvements and utilities: 12% of construction cost

• Cells: 10% of construction cost.

Construction services during the pre-operations phase will be provided by a subcontractor to

the site operating contractor. This subcontractor will supply ali of the construction equipment

needed for the pre-operational phase. The costs associated with subcontractor furnished

equipment, including deprcciation, operation, and maintenance, are included in the construction

cost. The option of acquiring the operations phase equipment during the pre-operations phase



and using that equipment for construction activities was considered but rejected. The reasons for
this included several factors, including the potential for improper maintenance or use of

equipment by the construction subcontractor, the subcontractor's need tor specialized equipment

of a type, size, and quantity required to successfully complete the job, and minimization of

liability-related complications.

3.1.1.2 Operating Costs. Operating costs include the construction of an average of one

disposal module per year for each waste class (i.e., one cell for Class A waste and one cell ibr

Class B/C waste), waste receipt and emplacement operations, and construction of the cell lid.

Each cell will be constructed at the beginning of the operating season, filled with waste, and then

closed with a concrete cap when filled. Operating costs were estimated by resource loading the

schedule. Cell construction costs were estimated using a bottom up technique. Operation

support activities, such as sccurity and administration, were estimated using resource loading.

Equipment acquisition costs, as well as equipment maintenance and operation costs, were

estimated using unit costs based on vendor quotations. Environmental monitoring was estimated
on the basis of unit costs obtained from vendors.

3.1.1.3 Closure Costs. Closure costs include the construction of the earth cover over the

disposal cells, environmental surveillance and monitoring for the five-year closure period, and the
preparation of closure documentation. Construction of the earth cover was estimatcd using the
bottom up method. Surveillance and monitoring, support to closure operations, and the
preparation of closure documentation were estimated using resource loading. Environmental

monitoring was estimated on the basis of unit costs obtained from vendors.

3.1.1.4 Post.Closure Costs. Post-closure costs include minor custodial activity, site
security, and environmental monitoring. Post-closure costs were estimated by resource loading the
schedule to determine the cost of a year's worth of post-closure care and the cost extended for

the requisite number of years. Environmental monitoring was estimated on the basis of unit costs
obtained from vendors.

3.1.2 Results

The results of the cost-estimating process for each of the four periods in the life of the

LLW facility are presented in Section 3.1.2.1 through 3.1.2.6.

3.1.2.1 Pre-Operating Costs. Pre-operating costs were estimated and schcdulcd to

produce a time-phased cost plan. The cost estimate and time-phased cost plan lhr the base case
are summarized in Table 3-1.

The details of the pre-operating period costs are presented in Appendix E. Several of the

principal cost components are presented in Tablcs 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 as discussed below.

Unit costs for management support labor are summarized in Table 3-2. Ali labor rates are

burdened by 100%, which includes indirect costs such as labor fringe bcnefits, labor-rclatcd

expenses (consumable supplies, travel, training), opcrating cxpenscs (liability insurance, profit),
and general administration costs. Technical support (site selection, site screening, environmental

studies, procedure development, and site characterization), engineering design, licensing, and

9
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Table 3-2. Management support labor unit cost.

Monthly rate

Position Annual salary with burden

Site manager $79,800 $13,300

Secretary $18,000 $3,000

Accountant $34,800 $5,800

Site operations supervisor $49,800 $8,300

Site engineer and quality assurance $45,000 $7,500

supervisor

Security chief $39,600 $6,600

Security staff $24,600 $4,100

Radiation safety officer $49,800 $8,300

Senior health physics technician $37,800 $6,300

Health physics technician $30,000 $5,000

Clerk $15,000 $2,500

Warehouseman $30,000 $5,000

Mechanic $33,000 $5,500

Disposal foreman $36,600 $6,100

Equipment operator $31,800 $5,300

Laborer $19,800 $3,300

Disposal operator $19,800 $3,300

Custodian $16,800 $2,800

construction are ali subcontracted activities. Total costs for management support labor are

included in the management support activity in Table 3-1.

Costs for the one-time pre-operations sampling program, which will occur in Ycar 1 of the

pre-operations period, are included in the technical support activity in Table 3-1, and are

presented separately in Table 3-3.

Costs for the one-year baseline environmental monitoring program, which will occur

immediately prior to the start of operations, are included in the technical support activity in

Table 3-1, and are presented separately in Table 3-3.

11
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Staffing levels for each management support position identified for the pre-opcrational
phase are summarized in Table 3-5.

3ol,2,2 Operating Costs. Operating costs were estimated and scheduled to produce a
time-phased cost plan. The cost estimate and time-phased cost plan for the base case are
summarized in Table 3-6.

Table 3-5. Pre-operating staff requirements.

Number

Position required

Accountant 1

Assist,-,ntengineer 1

Clerk 2

Radiation _afcty officer" 1

Site manager 1

Secrctary 2

Site engincer 1

a. Radiation safety officer needed only in the one-year baseline environmental monitoring
period.

The details of the operating pe,iod costs are presented in Appendix E. Information
regarding several of the principal cost components is presented in Tables 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, and
3-11, as discussed below.

The first year of ope"ations includes several activities that differ in scope and cost from
those of subsequent years. These are: construction of the first two waste cells (one each for
Class A and Class B/C) and equi0mcnt acquisition. The construction cost of the first cell of each
type exceeds the cost of subsequcnt cells because the first cells are four-sided, whereas
subsequent cells are three-sidcd using one side of a previously constructed cell. Equipment
acquisition costs occur every 10 ycar,_,with thc equipmcnt purchased in the first year and again in
year 11 and year 21. Site managcment and waste placement activities are unchanged fror,, year to
year over the 30-year operating period.

Staffing Icvcls for each site managcmcnt position identified for the operational phase are
summarized in Table 3-7.
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Table 3-7. Operating staff requirements site management.

Number

Position required

Accountant 1

Clerk 2

Custodian 2

Senior health physics technician 1

Mechanic 1

Radiation safety officer 1

Site manager 1

Security chief 1

Security staff 5

Secretary 2

S!te operations supervisor 1

Site engineer 1

Warehouseman 1

Table 3-8. Waste handling workload.

Number of containers

Total Total

Containers Containers Containers containers

Shipping per year, per year, (per year), (per month),
container Class A Class B/C ali classes ali classes

55-gal steel 1,207 8 1,215 607
drums in

pallets of
four each

Boxes 71 0 71 35

Liners 5 0 5 3

Small casks 193 15 208 104

Horizontal 25 11 36 18

casks
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Table 3-9. Waste handling staff requirements--temporary contract crew.

Operations Number required

Di'_;posal crew 2

Disposal foreman 1

Heavy equipment operator 3

Health physics technician 2

Security staff 2

Table 3-10. Equipment data.

Capital cost of Operate and

Number equipment (10-year maintain per hour ltours used Annual operating and

Type of equipment required purchase) ($) cost ($) per year maintenance cost ($)

Motor grader/140C 1 181,000.00 15.00 1,000 15,000.00

Wheel Ioader/936E 1 125,000.00 15.75 1,000 15,750.00

12 CY dump truck 1 57,000.00 12.00 1,000 12,000.00

Wheel tractor 1 98,000.00 13.00 1,000 13,000.00

backhoe/446

Vibratory 1 75,000.00 9.00 1,000 9,000.00

compactor/CS433

4,000-gal water 1 70,000.00 1.25 1,000 1,250.00
truck

750 G PM fire truck 1 125,000.00 1.25 1,000 1,250.00

Four-door sedan 1 15,0IX).00 1.25 1,000 1,250.00

l:our-wheel drive 2 @ $15,000 30,000.00 1.25 1,000 2,500.00

pickup

10-ton stake bed 1 35,000.00 1.25 1,000 1,250.00

truck

12 passenger van 1 22,000.00 1.25 1,000 1,250.00

4-ton forklift 1 32.000.00 6.00 1.000 6,000.00

15-toa forklift 1 80,000.00 8.00 1,000 8,0t)0.00

60-Ion lattice work 2 @ $450,01)0 900,0()0.00 19.()0 1,000 38,000.00
crane

Concrete truck 1 85_000.00 14.00 1,000 14,000.00

TOTALS 17 $1,930,000.00 $139,500.00
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Waste disposal and handling operations will be handled by a specialized crew hired for that

purpose on a temporary, contract basis. This approach was adopted because the annual waste

volume is not great enough to justify a full-time staff. The base case assumes a two- month

period for waste disposal operations and, together with the forecast waste volume and container
mix, translated to a monthly workload of waste packages as shown in Table 3-8.

Waste handling crew staffing requirements are presented in Table 3-9, and the assignments

of each position are summarized as follows:

• Disposal foreman. Supervises ali operations of the waste handling crew.

• Disposal crew. Conducts waste handling operations, including placement of drums

within the disposal cell (positioning, guying during lifting), operation of the batch plant

for cell fill material (loading of material from batch plant hopper to dump truck,

transfer from dump truck to bucket, guying of bucket during lifting and placement of

fill), driving the truck from the waste storage or waste receiving building to the disposal

area, maintaining operational documentation during the waste emplacement operation,

site maintenance during operations (cleanup, protection against inclement weather),

and preparation of the facility for temporary closure in between waste emplacement

campaigns (cleanup, temporary storage of equipment and material, and completion of

documentation). Special measures may be required during placement of Class B/C
waste.

• Heavy equipment operator. Operates the forklifts required to unload the waste

when received at the facility and moves the waste from the truck to the storage area or

to a waiting truck for transport to the disposal cell. When waste is placed in temporary

storage, moves the waste to and from storage. Operates the crane required to lift the

waste containers into the cell, and operates the crane for other activities, such as

placement of fill within the cell.

• Health physics technician. Provides operational health physics support during waste

handling operations, reviews documentatior, for waste containers, and assists in the

preparation of operational activity reports. Collects samples as required to support

operational requirements during the waste operations period.

• Security staff. Two additional security staff are provided during waste handling

operations to maintain continuous surveillance of the disposal site, access control, and

control of equipment and property.

Capital costs for equipment purchase, as well as costs for equipment maintenance and

operation, facility maintenance, and analytical services were estimated on the basis of unit prices

obtained from suppliers or vendors. Equipment quantities, purchase costs, usage data, and

operating costs arc summarized in Table 3-10. The capital cost of equipment is the amount to be

spent on new equipment every 10 years, and the annual operating cost is the amount to be spent

for maintaining and operating thc equipment every year. The capital cost of equipment from
Table 3-10 is incorporated in thc equipment acquisition activity of Table 3-6. The annual

operating cost of equipmcnt from Table 3-10 is incorporated in the site managemcnt activity of
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Table 3-6. Facility maintenance and operations costs are estimated at 2% of facility acquisition

and are equal to $161,926 per year, and are incorporated into the site management activity of

Table 3-6. Annual operating period costs for environmental monitoring during the operating

period are summarized in Table 3-11. These costs are incorporated in the site management

activity of Table 3-6 and include the type of test, number required per year, the unit cost of each,
and the total annual costs.

3.1.2.3 Closure Costs. Closure costs were estimated and scheduled to produce a time-

phased cost plan. The cost estimate and time-phased cost plan for the base case are summarized
in Table 3-12.

The earth cover will be constructed in the first year of the closure period and then

monitored for five years to ensure acceptable performance. Site management costs include the

staff identified in Table 3-13, and annual environmental monitoring costs. The annual

environmental monitoring program and costs during the closure period are includcd in the site

management activity and are identical to tho_:e of the operations period, except for the inclusion
of a final one-time external gamma ground survey, and are presented in Table 3-11.

Table 3-12. Closure cost summary ($).

Activity Year 37 Year 38 Year 39 and 40 Year 41 Total, ali years

Site 2,116,810.00 1,806,888.00 1,806,888.00 1,785,291.55 $9,322,765.55

m_magement

Earth cover 1,948,746.00 -- -- -- $1,948,746.00
construction

Building -- 1,050,149.00 -- -- $1,050,149.00
demolition

Equipment 128,000.00 -- -- -- $128,000.00
acquisition

Contingency 1,341_937.92 914,251.84 578,204.16 571_293.30 $3,983,8.91.38

TOTAL $5,535,493.92 $3,771,288.°4 $2,385,092.16 $2,356,584.85 $16,433,551.93

Table 3-13. Site management staff requircments.

Position Number required

Accountant 1

Clerk 1

Custodian 1

Radiation safety 1

Site managcr 1

Security chief 1

Security staff 4
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3.1.2.4 Post-Closure Costs. Post-closure costs were estimated and scheduled to produce

a time-phased cost plan tbr the l(X)-ycar post-closure period. The cost estimate and time-phased

cost plan for the base case are summarized in Table 3-14. Site management costs include the
staff identified in Table 3-15.

The environmental monitoring program and costs for the post-closure period are presented

in Table 3-16 and are incorporated in the environmental monitoring activity of Table 3-14.

3.1.2.5 Cost Summary. Total estimated costs for the base case are summarized in

Table 3-17. These amounts are presented in 1992 dollars. The total estimated cost for the base

case is also presented using a code of accounts format developed by the National l_x_w-Level

Table 3-14. Post-closure cost summary.

Annual cost

Activity ($) Total

Site management 201,200.00 $20,120,000.00

Environmental monitoring 75,960.00 $7,596,000.00

Contingency 124,722.(!!! _12,472,200.00

Total $401,882.00 $40,188,200.(X)

Table 3-15. Site management staff requirements.

Position Number required

Radiation safety officer 1

Security chief 1

Table 3-16. Environmental monitoring costs--post-closure period.

Tests Annual total

l:,nvironmental pcr I_.adiological Ct)st pcr Cost pcr cost ($)

medium Type year analyses test ($) Chemical analyses test ($)

Water Ground 24 (.;ross, 1,740.00 pll, conductivity, 507.00 $53,928.00

specific, I I-3 TOC, TOX,
Ca +, Na +, K +,

Mg + +, anions,oil

and grease

Water Ground 24 -- CN, volatiles, 918.00 $22,032.00
semivolatiles

TOTAI.S 48 $75,960.00
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Radioactive Waste Management Program and is provided in Appendix E. Note that the unit
disposal charge values presented elsewhere in this report are not presented in 1992 dollars.
Instead, they use present value calculations to reflect the effects of expenditures over time and
thus, there will be differences between the total estimated cost and the present value of total
expenditures.

Table 3-17. Cost summary.

Phase Duration Total cost ($)

Pre-operating 6 years 43,870,943.08

Operating 30 years 116,794,430.57

Closure 5 years 16,433,551.93

Post-closure 100 years 40,188,200.00

TOTAL 141 years 217,287,125.57

3.1.2.6 Cost Summary Code of Accounts. Total estimated costs for the base case are
summarized in Appendix E using a code of accounts format developed by the National Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Management Program. Detailed supporting calculations are also provided in
Appendix E.

3.2 Schedule

The schedule shows the time period over which work is to be accomplished and integrates
ali of the activities and tasks required to construct, operate, close, and care for the disposal
facility. The schedule depicts the sequencing and time-phasing of ali work, and is organized to
follow the WBS.

3.2.1 Method

The sequencing of the tasks within the schedule involves both the duration of the task and
dependencies between tasks. Predecessor tasks are those that must be completed before the task
being scheduled can start. Similarly, other successor tasks may depend on the completion of the
task being scheduled. A task without a predecessor is a starting point and a task without a
successor is a finishing point. TIMELINE software was selected for developing and displaying the
schedule.

Professional judgement and historical data were used to develop schedule logic and task
duration estimates. Factors considered in establishing durations included the amount of work to
be performed, the resources available to perform the work, time requirements for public or
regulatory reviews, and operating parameters. Factors considered in establishing schedule logic
included operating interfaces, such as the need to construct certain elements of thc facility before
others, and regulatory constraints, such as the nccd to obtain permits or other approvals prior to
beginning some tasks.
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The Gantt chart format was selected to display the schedule. Once the schedule is
completed and costs are assigned to the activities in the WBS, a time-phased expenditure plan is
calculated. This calculation is accomplished by spreading the cost of an individual WBS element
evenly over the duration of that element and adding the cost of ali elements to determine the
total annual funding required for each year of operation.

3.2.2 Results

The schedule follows the WBS and is organized into four main phases:

• Pre-operations

• Operations

• Closure

• Post-closure.

Figure 3-1 shows the overall project schedule. Clarity of presentation was maintained by
compressing years 3 through 30 of the operational period into a single space on the schedule.
The post-closure period is also represented by a single space in Figure 3-1. The pre-operations
phase of the schedule is shown in enlarged scale in Figure 3-2, and begins with the start of the
project and concludes six years later with the start of operations. Major milestones within the
pre-operations phase of the schedule include submission of a license application, license approval,
and the start of construction.

The operations phase of the schedule is shown in Figure 3-3 and begins when the facility is
operationally ready, including completion of ali necessary construction, startup of ali facilities,
staffing of ali new operational staff positions, receipt of ali licenses and permits, and certification
of waste generator's waste characterization program for shipment of waste. The first year of
facility operations begins with construction of the first waste cells (one each for Class A waste and
Class B/C waste), and acquisition of equipment, lt is recognized that acquisition planning for
equipment will begin in the pre-operations phase, but the receipt of equipment is shown in the
operations phase for consistency since the equipment will be replaced every 10 years during the
operations phase. During the first year of operations, the waste disposal cell is constructed, and
waste emplacement begins and continues for two months. Supplementary personnel will be hired
for this period to augment permanent site management resources. At the end of the waste
placement period, the cell will be backfilled with sand or sandy gravel as appropriate, and a
concrete lid will be placed over the filled cell. The facility will cease waste operations for
approximately eight months until the start of the next annual campaign.

The schedule for succeeding years, except for years when equipment is replaced, is the same
as that of the first year.

The closure and post-closure schedules arc shown in Figure 3-4. Closure follows the
operating period and continues for five years. During this period, ali waste operations cease and
the final, permanent earth cover is installed over the concrete vaults. The closure period provides
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time for a transition from the site operator to the state, which will assume responsibility for the
site during post-closure. The post-closure period begins immediately after the closure period and
continues, in ali cases, for 100 years.

3.3 Unit Disposal Charge

A unit disposal charge was calculated for the base case and the alternate cases selected for
sensitivity analysis. The objective of using a unit disposal charge is to allow comparison of ali
ceses on the basis of the charge to be made for each cubic foot of waste disposed by waste
_enerators. The rationale and procedures to develop the unit disposal charge are presented in
this section.

It is important to note that the life-cycle costs developed in Section 3.1, Cost Estimate, were
calculated in base year 1992 dollars, without applying escalation, lt is also important to note that
the present value analysis method is used to calculate and compare costs for the remainder of this
report in Section 3.3, Unit Disposal Charge, Section 3.4, Sensitivity Analysis, and Section 5,
Summary.

3.3.1 Method

The alternative cases analyzed using sensitivity analysis have variations in key parameters,
which cause significant differences in disposal costs as measurcd on a per cubic foot of waste
basis. In ad,.lition, the expenditures over the project life vary differently as a function of time for
the base case and for the various alternative cases.

The present value method is a widely used and recommended economic analysis method for
comparing capital investment projects. This method allows comparisons of projects having
different capital costs, financing costs, operating costs, maintenance costs, productivity, and useful
lives. In general, alternatives may be compared on a total cost basis, when the performance (i.e.,
total disposcd volume) of the alternatives is the same. However, alternatives must be compared
on the basis of the cost per unit of performance (i.e., per cubic foot of waste disposed) when the
performance of the alternatives varies (i.e., different total disposal volume). Therefore, since the
alternative cases involved different performance rates, and different costs over time, the present
value method was utilized in this report to calculate waste disposal charges on a cost per cubic
foot of waste disposed basis, as further presented below.

3.3.1. I Present Value Cost Comparison Methodology. When evaluating and comparing
the costs of alternative projects, a principal question usually asked is "What is the cost of each
alternative?" Cost may mean total cost or a cost per unit of production, for example. A common
decision problem occurs when two alternatives are considered, as shown in Table 3-18.

Typically, capital costs are incurred over a short construction period, whereas operating costs
are incurred over a long operating life. Both the capital cost and operating cost affect the total
cost of a project, and the related cost per unit of production or pertbrmance.
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For example, it is possible that the sum of capital costs and lifetime operating costs, as
measured in base year dollars, could be similar for the two alternates in Table 3-18. However,
when the present value is calculated, the costs of the alternates are likely to be quite different
and show a distinct economic advantage for one alternate, depending on when expenditures
occur. When using present value, expenditures in the future are discounted more than costs that
occur in the relatively near term. In addition, the effects of different unit production rates must
be accounted for by calculating a present value unit production cost for each alternate in order to
properly compare the economics of each alternate.

Table 3-18. Examples of alternate investments.

Unit

Initial production
Alternate capital cost Operating costs rate

Alternate A Higher Lower Higher

Alternate B Lower Higher Lower

Therefore, when the timing of an expenditure influences its true cost, it is important to
compare alternatives as of a common point in time. This ensures fair comparisons and good
decisions by adjusting the time-dependent value of each expenditure to a common reference date.
The present value technique allows tbr such comparisons.

3.3.1.2 Present Value Analysis. As an introduction to the analysis methodology used in
this report, this section presents the basic elements of present value analysis.

A main concept of present value analysis is that monetary transactions in the future have a
lower cost or value than the same transaction would have if made today, because of the time

value of money. The present value of a monetary transaction occurring in the future is calculated
using a form of the compound interest formula, which is shown below:

S = p (1 + i)N

where

p = principal amount invested

i = interest rate to be earned in each time period

N = number of time periods over which interest is compounded

S = total amount of principal and interest earned after N time periods, i.e., the new
principal amount after N time periods.
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This formula can be rearranged as follows to derive the present value formula:

p = S .

(1 + i)N

When the amount of a future monetary transaction at a future date is known, the present

value formula will determine the value of the future monetary transaction in terms of present

value. In present value analyses, the variables in the formula are generally referred to as follows:

p = present value of the monetary transaction

i = discount rate

N = number of time periods over which the discounting is to be perlormed

S = future value of the monetary transaction.

Genera'._.¢, the discount rate chosen for present value analysis is closely related to or equal to

an alternate rate of investment return available to the entity making an investment. Inflation

rates can be, and generally are, different than the discount rate used in present value calculations.

Such alternate rates of investment returns can usually be related to the rate of inflation projected

and are generally greater than the rate of inflation when averaged over long time periods.

3.3.1.3 tlnit Disposal Charge. Level unit charges for disposal of a cubic foot of waste

were calculated on a present value basis for the base case and each alternative considered in the

sensitivity analysis. The present value level unit disposal charge is the amount that must be

charged during the operating period, pcr cubic foot of waste, to recover ali life-cycle costs

incurred for pre-operational, equipment, operational, closure, and post-closure expenses, including

taxes, debt service, and profit where applicable. The unit disposal charge was calculated by

dividing the level annual net present value of thc revenue requirements (derived from life cycle

costs) by the annual volume of waste disposed.

The life-cycle cost of the facility includes consideration of a number of factors. In addition

to direct costs, there are indirect costs, which include taxes, profit or Ice to the operator, interest

on borrowed funds, and economic escalation. Thcrc arc no taxes or profit considcrations (other

than those of subcontractors) in the case of public financing. When private financing is

considered, the pre-tax return on equity investment is reduced by the applicable income taxes in

order to compute the after-tax return on equity investment. In ali cases where private ownership
and financing are involved, the privatc cntcrprisc was assumed to operate on a stand-alone basis

for tax purposes. Thus, no corporate tax consolidation issues were addressed. For the purpose of

this study, the operating entity is assumed to capitalize ali pre-operational costs for amortization

and/or depreciation over the facility operating iifc.

The following terms, and their associated values, arc stated in Table 3-19 and explained
here:
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• Cost of debt. The percentage interest rate charged to the borrower by the lender.

Costs for debt used in this report were assumed to be real interest rates, net of
inflation.

° Return on equity. The annual after-tax rate of return required by a privately owned
enterprise on the amount of outstanding equity investment. The equity return

percentage rate used in this study was assumed to be a real return rate, net of inflation.

• Inflation rate. The percentage rate of increase in unit costs accruing over time

because of changes in the value of the monetary unit. The inflation rate was assumed
to be zero for this study.

° Marginal income tax rate. The highest percentage Federal tax rate applied to
corporate earnings (without consideration of surcharges). The 1992 Federal tax rate

for corporate income was used in this study.

Table 3-19. Key financial parameters - base case.

Parameter Public Private

Cost of debt (%/yr) 4.0 5.0

Return on equity (%/yr) NA 15.0

Inflation rate (%/yr) 0 0

Marginal income tax rate (%) NA 34.0

NA -- not applicable.

NOTE: Debt and equity return rates are real, net of inflation.

The costs of closure and post-closure activities are assumed to be financed from investment

of amounts collected as a revenue component in the unit disposal charge.

The only revenue sources available are assumed to be:

• The total unit disposal charges collected during the operating period

• Interest income on any funds that are deposited for future expenses, such as closure

and post-closure costs.

3.3.1.4 Unit Disposal Charge Cost Components. The level unit disposal cost was

developed by considering these key contributing cost components:
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• Pre-operational costs

• Equipment costs

• Operating period annual expenses

• Closure period annual expenses

• Post-closure period annual expenses.

By presenting these key contributing cost components separately in the various cases, it is
considerably easier to review the effects of changes, relationships, and relative importance of the
various key components.

3.3.1.5 Unit Disposal Charge Present Value Computation. The presentvalue of unit

disposal charge was computed for the base case and alternate cases by developing a computer-
based financial model with components addressing each of the contributing components of unit

disposal charge. The financial model has the capability to represent both the public and private
financing options, as well as the combined public/private financing option. Overall, the unit
disposal charges were developed on a revenue requirements basis, whereby such charges would
recover ali necessary life-cycle costs, including taxes.

Pre-operational costs are capitalized in ali cases. The pre-operational period costs are
assumed to be financed using 100% interim debt financing with capitalized interest. The
capitalized pre-operational costs are then recovered over the operating period amortized on a
straight line basis, through the level unit disposal charge. The interest rate on the pre-operational
period interim financing was assumed to be the public cost of debt for ali cases. Costs of private
equity return on outstanding equity, as well as for annual interest costs on outstanding public and
private debt, are recovered through the level unit disposal charge. All debt and equity
investments are assumed to be amortized straight line to zero over the operating period. Tax

depreciation of pre-operational costs is assumed to be straight line to zero over the operating
period, and is only applicable to the privately capitalized portion of the investment.

Equipment acquisition costs are assumed to be incurred at initiation of the operation period
and are assumed to be capitalized and amortized over the equipment's expected useful life,
straight line to zero. No residual value was assumed for used equipment since the equipment
would potentially have zero market value because of its use in radioactive waste handling
operations. Equipment was assumed to be replaced at the end of its useful life. Ownership of
and investment in equipment and recovery of the associated capital costs and taxes was treated
the same as pre-operational capitalized costs. Tax depreciation was assumed to be straight line to
zero over the useful life of the equipment.

Annual operating costs during the operating period were recovered as expense items. There
was no capitalization of annual operating expense assumed for financial or tax purposes. The
annual costs for cell construction were treated as operating expenses tbr tax purposes since the
source of revenue attributable to the cells was the revenue received in the same year that such
cells were constructed and filled.
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Site closure costs were treated as expenses incurred in each of the closure period years.

These costs were recovered by computing a level unit disposal charge cost component which,

when collected over the operating period and invested over the operating and closure periods,

would provide sufficient funds to pay the annual closure period costs, lt was assumed that the

interest income on this investment fund would be taxable to the extent that private ownership

existed in the base case and appropriate alternates. The unit disposal charge was calculated to

recover necessary tax payments during both the operational period and the site closure period.

The contributions to the principal in thc closure fund, which were collected in the unit disposal

charge during the operating period, were assumed to be deferred for tax purposes to the closure

period where all such contributions were used for expcnses and thus, were non-taxable.

Post-closure costs were treated as expenses in each of the post-closure period years. The

post-closure costs were recovered by computing a level unit disposal charge component cost,
which when collected over the operating period and invested over the operating, closure, and

post-closure periods, would provide sufficient funds to pay the annual post-closure period costs.
lt was assumed that there would not be private ownership during the post-closure period;

therefore, it was assumed that contributions to the post-closure investment fund and the interest
on such fund, would not be taxable.

The cost of public debt was used as the discount rate for ali present value computations in

order to compare the case results on a common basis. The rate used to compute interest earned

through the investment of closure and post-closure funds was also the public cost of debt.

3.3.1.6 Selection of Debt Interest Rates and Equity Return Rates. The key financial

parameters selected tbr the base case arc shown in Table 3-19. For this report, real annual rates
of return tbr interest on debt and return on equity were used, and these real rates were net of
inflation.

A principal purpose of this report is to analyze cost differences attributable to certain design,

operating, and ownership parameters for a small volume LLW disposal facility. The interest rate

and equity rate of return are important variables when considering financing for long-lived

operations. Clearly, this is the case with this study because the total base case time period

evaluated considering the pre-operational period, operating period, closure period, and post-

closure period is 141 years. Specific interest rate and inflation projections over such extremely

long time horizons are highly dependent on a numbcr of assumptions and variables. In order to
maintain the focus on comparison of alternatives, this study limited the uncertainty associated with

such long-range projections by using real interest rates, which measure only the interest rate
above inflation.

Two reference sources tbr historical long-term interest rates and inflation rates in the United

States (U.S.) were evaluated for this study and arc discussed below.

S.C. Leuthold l° analyzed 188 years of U.S. long-term interest rates (high quality securities)

and rates of inflation and deflation for the period from 1792 to 1979. The average real rate of

interest for long-term instruments was found to bc 3.34%. However, Leuthold made it clear that

real long-term interest rates were quite variable and ranged from a positive 17% to a negative
18% over the period. For reference, positive real interest rates are obtained when actual interest
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rates are above the rate of inflation. Leuthold's findings are particularly interesting since he used

a three-year moving average smoothing technique. Thus, one can expect that year to year

changes in real interest rates would show even more variability.

P.C. Spiro 11 analyzed real interest rates in the U.S. over the period 1890 to 1986. Spiro

considered long-term U.S. Government bond yields and intlation/deflation. Spiro's findings

appear comparable to those of Leuthold, although presented somewhat differently. In particular,

Spiro's work demonstrated the high volatility of inflation rates on a year to year basin and thus,
the volatility of real interest rates.

Because this study focuses primarily on evaluating the sensitivity of the facility cost and unit

disposal charge to certain changes in facility design, facility operations, and ownership parameters,

it was necessary to select a basic long-term real interest rate to be used consistently for ali cases.

In addition, in reviewing historical U.S. interest rate data, it must bc noted that the base case and

the alternate cases have overall project lives ranging from 131 to 151 years. A further point is

that it is assumed in this report that the public agency involved would not be the Federal

government; thus, it could be expected that the interest rates applicable to such public agency

would be higher than those for U.S. government bonds.

Therefore, for this report, a long-term real annual interest rate of 4% on public agency debt

was used for the base case. However, to test the impact of alternate real annual rates, values of

1% and 7% for public agency debt were selected for sensitivity analysis in order to allow

comparison of the impact of variations in real interest rates on unit disposal charges.

Private enterprise funding and ownership were considered for the base case with 50% public
agency ownership and 50% private enterprise ownership, as well as alternate cases for 100%

private enterprise ownership and 100% public ownership in the sensitivity analysis. Detailed

development of how the private enterprise ownership would be structured and the related

financing arrangements are beyond the scope of this study. However, the assumptions made are:

• The private enterprise was financially strong and would have to pay long-term interest

rates only 100 basis points above the public agency debt cost. The use of the basis
points (1/100 of a percent) is included to clarify the relationship between diffcrent rates

of interest. For example, if public agency debt has a 4% interest rate, the private

enterprise debt would have an interest rate of 5%, or 100 basis points higher than the

public agency dcbt.

• The pre-operational period costs wcrc assumed to bc 100% financed with a project

financing arrangement using 100% debt and capitalized interest (the interest rate is

assumed to be equal tct the public agency debt rate).

° In cases having private enterprise ownership, the private enterprise would participate in

ownership during the pre-operational, operatic)nal, and closure phases in the

percentage amounts applicable to the particular sensitivity study case.

° The private enterprise would not have an ownership role during the long-term post-
closure period in any of the cases examined.
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• The ownership structure and participation of the private enterprise would have

relatively lower levels of business risk; thus, an after-tax annual return on equity
investment of 15% was selected and measured on a real interest basis, net of inflation.

• At the end of the pre-operational period, and immediately prior t() the start of the

operation period, the full amount of the pre-operational debt would be paid off and

replaced with permanent financing. The permanent financing would consist of ali debt

for the public agency ownership portion, and debt and equity for the private enterprise

ownership portion. Ali permanent financing debt principal amounts are assumed to be

amortized straight line to zero over the facility operating period.

3.3.1.7 Business Issues. As a business matter, variability in real interest rates will have a

direct effect on the unit disposal charge. The funding structure contemplated in this report

assumes that waste generators will pay a one-time charge to dispose of the waste, and will then
have no further financial liability. The liabilities and responsibilities to operate the facility, close

the facility, and conduct maintenance and monitoring during the post-closure period would be the

responsibility of the facility owners.

Two components of the unit disposal charge are quite dependent on the projected real

interest rate because the costs tbr these components are incurred far in the future and paid from

principal collected during the operations period and the interest earnings thereon. Those

components are:

• Closure period cost

• Post-closure period cost.

The unit disposal charge is calculated assuming that interest bearing investment funds are

established using revenue from portions of the unit disposal charge to pay for the closure and

post-closure costs, when such actions eventually occur. A critical assumption is the real rate of
interest to be earned by deposits to these funds. From a business perspective, risks that such

funds might be inadequate to cover the final expenses, due to inadequate interest income, would

clearly be factored into the pricing for these components because the costs for these components
are incurred far in the future from the start of pre-operations, lt should be anticipated that the

owners of the facility may desire to apply contingency to interest rate earnings assumptions by

assuming lower rates of real interest and thus, causing the unit disposal charges to be higher

because the unit disposal charge cost components for closure and post-closure costs would
increase with lower interest rates.

In addition, the concept of trust type funds with projected lives ranging up to 145 years will

require legal review. There arc various statutes containing rules against perpetuities (for example,
trusts with lives more than 90 years), although there may be exemptions for governmental

agencies.

Business and risk sharing structures other than investment trusts funded from a one-time

unit disposal charge could bc examined, including concepts for later assessments on waste

generators to make up fund deficiencies, and take-or-pay contracts. These would reduce risk by
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assuring the facility owners and lenders of adequate cash flow to meet projected obligations,

regardless of the actual amount of waste disposed or the interest earnings actually realized.

3.3.2 Results--Unit Disposal Cost Analysis, Base Case

The cost components of the unit disposal charge for the base case are prescnted in
Table 3-20. The cost recovery items and financial analysis procedures are discussed in detail in

Section 3.3.1. Ali cases assume that disposal charges arc paid by waste sources (i.e., waste

generators) only during the operations period and that no other revenues are available, except tbr

interest income on the funds for closure and post-closure costs.

Table 3-20 is organized :_o that the contribution to the unit disposal charge by each cost

element occurring during the projcct life cycle is shown separately. The first column, Cost

Recovery Item, presents five separate cost componcnts as follows:

• Pre-operations investment. This component compriscs the recovery for ali costs that

arc incurred prior to the start of operation. The pre-operations investment (including

interest on the invcstmcnt) is capitalizcd and recovered over to the operating period.

• Equipment investment. This component comprises the cost recovery ft)r ali

capitalized construction equipment acquired for operating purposes, lnvcstment in

equipment is assumed to occur at the start of the operations period, and to bc repeated

every 10 years during the opcrating period.

• Annual operating expense. This component comprises the cost recovery needed to
rccover annual operating cxpcnscs during the operating pcriod.

• Site closure. This component comprises the cost recovery needed tc) pay for the
cxpenses to be incurred in the closure period. These costs arc funded from the unit

disposal charge collected during the operating period and from interest carncd on those
funds.

• Post-closure operations. This component co,reprises the cost recovery needed to pay
lhr the expenses to be incurred in the post-closure period. These costs arc funded

from the unit disposal charge collected during the operating period, and from interest
earned on those funds.

The data columns in Table 3-20 present the lk)ilowing information:

• Total present value cost at start of pre-operations period. This cost is the annual

cost recovery dollar amount nccdcd f()r each cost rcccwcry item and is ce)reputed for

each year of the operating pcric)d. The total present value of ali annual cost recovery
amounts is computed and totalled, as of the start of the pre-operatic)nal period

(assumcd to bc 1_)2), and prcscntcd in 1992 dollars.

• Annual requirement operations period. Thc annual requirement is the present
value at the start of the pre-operational period, in 1992 dollars, of a level annual
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payment that would need to be recovered in each year of the operating period in order

to pay for the particular cost recovery item.

• Unit disposal charge. The unit disposal charge represents, for each cost recovery

item, the present value at the start of pre-operations, in 1992 dollars, of the level
amount that would need to bc collected for each cubic foot of waste deposited in the

facility. For each cost recovery item, the annual requirement (Column 3) is divided by

the annual disposal rate for the particular case (in cubic feet per year) to obtain the

unit disposal charge. The unit disposal charges for each cost recovery item are totalled

to obtain the total unit disposal charge.

Table 3-20. Unit disposal charge--base case.

Total present value Operations period

at start of pre- annual Unit disposal

Cost recovery item operations period ($) requirement(S) a charge (S/ft3) a

Pre-operations investment 55,042,929 3,183,138 106.10

Equipment investment 3,737,048 216,114 7.20

Annual operations expense 50,876,04() 2,942,166 98.07

Site closure 4,490,890 259,709 8.66

Post-closure operations 2,051,255. 118,624 3.95

TOTAL 116,198,163 6,719,751 223.99

a. Present value.

3.4 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the impact of changes in selected variables.

The variables and associated values used tbr both the base case and sensitivity analysis are

summarized in Table 3-21. The specific p_rameter values for the base case and tbr each of the

alternate cases are presented in Table 3-22.

The parameters to be varied for the sensitivity analysis were chosen to demonstrate a range
of conditions, all of which could be cxpcctcd to vary depending on site specific circumstances.

Two additional parameters were selected for initial study, but abandoned alter the first round of

modeling because these parameters had an impact of less that 1% on the unit disposal charge.
The first of these was the post-closure care period. The length of the post-closure period was felt

to potentially have a significant effect on the unit disposal charge. This parameter was evaluated

by varying the post-closure period from a 100-year period to a 300- and 500-year period for a
sensitivity analysis. While this change obviously impacted the total estimated cost, very little

impact was seen on the unit disposal charge. This relative insensitivity is attributed to the
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Table 3-21. Summary of variables and values.

Base case

Variable name value Alternate cases Alternate cases

Waste receipt 30,000 ft3/year 10,000 fta/year 50,000 ft3/year
rate

Operating life 30 years 20 years 40 years

Financing 50% public 100% private 100% public
source 50% private

Interest rate 4% 1% 7%

devaluing effect of compound interest rates on expenditures far in the future as occurs when

using the present value method. This is further attributed to the use of an interest bearing fund

to finance the post-closure period. When using the interest rates selected for this study, only a
small amount of additional dollars are required in the fund to last 5(10 years rather than 300 years

(as measured by present value cost in 1992). A post-clo_.ure period of 100 years was selected for
the base case after the sensitivity analysis of this parameter was dropped because a post-closure

care period of 100 years is consistent with present regulatory requirements and, therefore, is most

applicable to user needs.

The second parameter selected for initial study, but dropped from the sensitivity analysis,

was the operating season. The base case value of two months was varied between one month and

three months. This parameter also produced very little impact on the unit disposal charge
because the incremental labor required to piace waste in the cell is only 3.3% of the total cost t'or

the operations period and an even smaller portion of the life-cycle cost. Consequently, variations

impacting the labor requirements for waste placement will have a small effect on the total cost
because this variable cost is small in comparison to the relatively large fixed costs associated with

site operations. These fixed costs are constant over the waste receipt rates used for this study.

Waste receipt rate, operating life, source of financing (i.c., public or private), and interest

rate are the sensitivity analysis parameters includcd in this report. These parameters are realistic

in the sense that they can be expected to vary depending on disposal facility parameters,

ownership structure, and financial circumstances. Variations in both the waste receipt rate and

operating life impact not only the operating costs, but also the pre- operations costs because

variations in these parameters result in a different total disposal volume. This was achieved by

changing the cost of engineering and construction to reflect the construction of a facility of the

appropriate size. Changes in financing source and interest rate led to variations in the unit
disposal charge components attributable to ali phases of operations.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are tabulated in Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.4. The

tables showing unit disposal charge tbr each alternate case are organized using the same row and
column data as used for the base case. For reference, Scction 3.3.2 provides explanations of the

row and column headings, and the content of the columns.
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3.4.1 Variation in Disposal Facility Waste Receipt Rate

The waste receipt rate was varied for the sensitivity analysis from the value of 30,000 ft3 per

year used in the base case to a low value of 10,000 ft3 per year and a high value of 50,000 ft3 per

year. The greatest impact to the unit disposal charges occurs because of the change in the

volume of waste over which the investment can be distributed. A lesser impact is attributed to

thc changes in annual operating expense resulting from changes in total disposal facility capacity

(and associated cell construction cost) from a low of 300,000 ft3 to a high of 1,500,000 ft3. The

change in disposal facility capacity is attributable to holding the operating period constant at

30 years while varying the waste receipt rate. No change was made in the size of the waste

disposal crew used to piace the waste because the base case staff provides one person for each

required position and no changes were dccmcd appropriate for this ,malysis.

Tables 3-23 and 3-24 summarize the results of the sensitivity analysis. The unit cost varies

from the base case value of $223.99 to a low of $140.14 (50,000 ft3 per year) and a high of

$643.27 (10,000 ft3 per year).

Table 3-23. Unit disposal charge--10,000 ft3 pcr year.

Total present Operations

value at start of period annual Unit disposal

pre-operations requircment charge

Cost recovery item period ($) ($)a ($/ft3)a

Pre-operations investment 54,006,071 3,123,176 312.32

Equipment investment 3,737,048 216,114 21.61

Annual operations expense 46,949,160 2,715,075 271.51

Site closure 4,490,890 259,709 25.97

Post-closure operations 2,051,255 118,624 11.86

TOTAL $111,234,424 $6,432,698 $643.27

a. Present value.

3.4.2 Variation in Operating Life

The facility operating life was varied t'or the sensitivity analysis from the value of 30 years

used in the base case to a low value of 20 years and a high value of 40 years. The waste receipt

rate was held constant at the base case value of 30,000 ft3 per year, resulting in disposal facilities

with capacities of 600,000 ft3 for the 20-year operating period and 1,200,0(X) ft3 tk_rthe 40-year

operating period. The grcatest impact tc) the unit disposal charges attributable to this change
occurs because of the change in the w)lume of waste over which the investment can be
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Table '_-24. Unit disposal charge--50,000 ft3 per year.

Total present
value at start of Operations period Unit disposal
pre-operations annual charge ($/ft3)a

Cost recovery item period ($_ requirement ($)a

Pre-operations 56,079,787 3,243,100 64.86
investment

Equipment investment 3,737,048 216,114 4.32

Annual operations 54,802,920 3,169,258 63.39
expense

Site closure 4,490,890 259,709 5.19

Post-closure operations 2,051,255 118,624 2.37

TOTAL $121,161,901 $7,006,805 $140.14

a. Present value.

distributed. Thert. is no impact _n annual operating expense resulting from changes in disposal
facility capacity because the waste receipt rate remained unchanged from the base case.

Tables 3-25 and 3-26 summarize thc results of the sensitivity analysis. The disposal unit

charge varies from the bz.,e case value of $223.99 to a low of $211.34 (40-year operating life) to a
high of $253.47 (20-year operating life).

3JI.3 Variation in Source of Financing
..

The source, of financing was varied between public and private sources from an even division
in the base case to I_S _ private in the first case and 100% public in the second. This impacted
the cost of ali project phases for a number of reasons, ali of which tended to increase the cost
when private financing was used:

• Taxes: Private revenue is subject to tax

• Return on investment: Private operators require a return on their
investment greater than the interest ":,re paid on debt

• Interest differential: Private debt incurs a highcr interest rate.
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Table 3-25. Unit disposal charge--20-Year operating life.

Total present value at Operations period

start of pre-operations annual Unit disposal

Cost recovery item period ($) requirement ($)a charge ($/ft3) a

Pre-operations 51,045,773 3,756,037 125.20
investment

Equipment investment 2,937,058 216,114 7.20

_perations 40,044,974 2,946,579 98.22

Site closure 6,277,813 461,932 15.40

Post-closure operations 3,036,359 _ 223,421 7.4._...__55

TOTAL $103,341,976 $7,604,083 $253.47

a. Present value.

Table 3-26. Unit disposal charge---40-year operating life.

Total present value Operations period

at start of pre- annual Unit disposal

Cost recovery item operations period ($) requirement ($)a charge (S/ft3) a

Pre-operations 58,412,959 2,951,226 98.37
investment

Equipment investment 4,277,493 216,114 7.20

Opera tions 58,198,269 2,940,380 98.01

Site closure 3,217,253 162,547 5.42

Post-closure operations 1,385,754 70,013 2.33

TOTAL $125,491,729 $6,340,280 $211.34

a. Present value.

Tables 3-27 and 3-28 summarize the results of the sensitivity analysis. The unit disposal

charge varies from the base case value of $223.99 to a low of $195.08 (100% public financing) and

to a high of $252.94 for 100% private financing. Clearly, public financing with 100% borrowed

funds results in a lower unit disposal charge.
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Table 3-27. Unit disposal charge--100% private financing.

Total present value

at start of pre- Operations period Unit disposal

operations period annual requirement charge

Cost recovery item ($) ($)" (S/ft3) a

Pre-opera tio ns 68,841,200 3,981,093 132.70
investment

Equipment investment 4,222,217 244,171 8.14

Annual operations 50,876,040 2,942,166 98.07

expense

Site closure 5,223,174 302,057 10.07

Post-closure operations 2,051,255 118,624 3.95

TOTAL $131,213,886 $7,588,112 $252.94

a. Present value.

Table 3-28. Unit disposal charge--100% public financing.

Total present value

at start of Operations

pre-operations period annual Unit disposal

Cost recover), item period ($) requirement ($)a charge ($/ft3) a

Pre-operations 41,244,659 2,385,183 79.51
investment

Equipment investment 3,251,880 188,057 6.27

Annual operations 50,876,040 2,942,166 98.07
expense

Site closure 3,777,265 218,440 7.28

Post-closure operations 2,051,255 118,624 3.95

TOTAL $101,201,099 $5,852,470 $195.08

a. Prcscnt value.
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3.4.4 Variation in Interest Rates

The annual rate of interest on public agency debt was varied from the base case value of

4%, to values of 1% and 7%. Consistency with respect to the interest rate for private enterprise
debt was maintained by retaining the 100 basis point difference between private and public debt

interest rates. Thus, the annual rate of interest for private enterprise debt varied from 2% to 8%,

respectively.

Discounting for present value was perfolmed using the same procedure as in ali other cases
where the discount rate for present value calculations equals the public agency debt rate. Thus,

the discount rate varied between 1% and 7%, respectively.

The results of these variations in interest rates are shown in Tables 3-29 and 3-30.

Table 3-29. Unit disposal charge--l% per year public agency debt rate.

Total present value at Operations period

start of pre-operations annual requirement Unit disposal

Cost recovery item period ($) ($)a charge ($/ft3) a

Pre-operations investment 64,937,891 2,516,221 83.87

Equipment investment 5,899,450 228,593 7.62

Annual operations expense 90,082,253 3,490,517 116.35

Site closure 11,798,625 457,174 15.24

Post-closure operations . 17,013,089 659,225 21.97

TOTAL $189,731,309 $7,351,730 $245.06

a. Present value.

The post-closure component of the unit disposal charge is impacted most, on a percentage

basis, by the change in interest rates since this component deals with costs far in the future.

Reducing the discount rate from the base case value of 4% to 1% causes the present value

(expressed in 1992 dollars) to increase substantially because decreasing the discount rate reduces

the impact of time on the value of future expenditures. This is demonstrated in Table 3-29,

where the post-closure component of the unit disposal charge increases from the base case value

of $3.95 per ft3 to $21.97 per ft3. Additionally, a reduction in the interest rate also raises the cost

components for the closure and post-closure periods because less interest income will be earned

on the investment funds to pay for these cost components. Consequently, the total unit disposal

charge increases from the base case value of $223.99 pcr ft3 to $245.06 per ft 3.

The relative insensitivity of the unit disposal charge to increases in the public debt rate is

demonstrated in Table 3-30. In this case, raising the interest rate to 7% causes the contribution
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of post-closure operations to the unit disposal charge to decrease from the base case value of
$3.95 to $1.03.

Table 3-30. Unit disposal charge--7% per year public agency debt rate.

Total present value At Operations period

start of pre-operations annual requirement Unit disposal

Cost recovery item period ($) ($)a charge (S/ft3)a

Pre-operations investment 48,549,688 3,912,445 130.41

Equipment investment 2,533,866 204,195 6.81

Annual operations expense 90,948,394 2,494,020 83.13

Site closure 1,766,485 142,355 4.75

Post-closure operations 382,956 30,861 1.03

TOTAL $84,181,388 $6,783,875 $226.13

a. Present value.

The values and relationships of the other components of the unit disposal charge also vary
from the base case because of the interest rate and discount rates, but the degree of change is

less pronounced. These variations are less pronounced for costs incurred in earlier phases

because less time elapses between the start of the project and the point where the cost is
incurred, lt is to be noted that the results of the two interest rate variation cases indicate a

minimum value for total unit disposal charge occurs in the interest rate range selected for the

base case. Lowering and raising the interest rate on public agency debt both cause increases in

total unit disposal charge. However, the effect is caused by the interplay of the interest rates and

the discount rate, as well as the particular characteristics of each component cost of the unit

disposal charge.

In summary, the effect on unit disposal charge of raising the interest rate from 4% to 7% is

less significant than the effect of lowering the interest rate from 4% to 1%. This result means

that the larger the post-closure period costs are, the greater the impact will be from lowering the
interest rate.
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4. SUMMARY

The results of the unit disposal charge analysis for the base case and each altcrnative

examined in the sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 4-1, and are expressed in present

value dollars per cubic foot.

Table 4-1. Unit disposal charge summary (S/ft3).

Total unit

Pre-operational Operational Closure Post-closure disposal
Case cost a cost a cost a cost a charge a

Base case 106.10 105.27 8.66 3.95 $223.99

10,000 fta/yr 312.32 293.12 25.97 11.86 $643.27

50,000 ft3/yr 64.86 67.71 5.19 2.37 $140.14

20-year operating
life 125.20 105.42 15.40 7.45 $253.47

40-year operating
life 98.37 105.21 5.42 2.33 $211.34

100% private

financing 132.70 106.21 10.07 3.95 $252.94

100% public

financing 79.51 104.34 7.28 3.95 $195.08

1% public debt
rate 83.87 123.97 15.24 21.97 $245.06

7% public debt
rate 130.41 89.94 4.75 1.03 $226.13

a. Present value.
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Appendix A

Site, Facility and Operating Description

A.1 SITE

Because no actual site is considered for this effort, it is impossible to provide information for
ali of the site characteristics required for design or license application. This section presents basic
site, facility, and operating data used to develop the conceptual design developed for this study.
Land requirements are summarized in Table A-1. Assumed structural conditions at the generic
site, needed for structural analyses of the different disposal concepts, are tabulated in Table A-2.

Table A-1. Land requirements.

Parameter Requirement

Site dimensions (buffer zone) 1,714 x 1,288 ft

Total site area 51 acres

Disposal area 15 acres

Many other types of information must be obtained in the characterization of any real site to
meet regulatory guidelines such as those described in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC's) standard review plans,2 the NRC's Standard Format and Content Guide, 3 and the
requirements of good engineering practice. Detailed information of this type is beyond the scope
of this report.

A.1.1 Land Requirements

The disposal facility is rectangular in shape with an access road connecting the main gate to
the nearest road and requires approximately 51 acres of land, as presented in Table A-1. The
configuration of the structures within the buffer zone could be rearranged from that assumed for
this report to take advantage of a site with a different orientation or one possessing natural
features that impact facility arrangements.

The facility is surrounded by a fence that defines the outer limit of the buffer zone. The
buffer zone separates the outer fence from the disposal area. This zone includes those facilities
that do not involve radiological operations, such as the administration building, guard house, and
concrete batch plant. The buffer zone also includes the surface retention basin and the cover
material storage area, since these involve nonradiological operations as weil. The waste receiving
and inspection building, waste storage building, equipment storage building, and general
warehouse are ali located on the line separating the buffer zone from the waste disposal area.
The truck wash occupies the ro_idwaysection that provides access to the waste disposal area.
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Table A-2. Structural design criteria.

Characteristics Assumption

Disposal unit service life (yr) 500

Soil bearing capacity (lb/ft 2) 4,400

Coefficient of friction against sliding 0.4

Modules of subgrade reaction (lb/in 3) 100

Permeability of cover system (ft/yr) 220

Soil weight in cover system (lb/ft 3) 110

Ground snow load (lh/ft 2) 50

Construction load (Ib/ft 2) 150

Base wind load (mph) 70

Tornado wind spced (mph) 360

Earthquake maximum acceleration (g) 0.11

Aircraft impact load (lb/ft 2) 600

Backfill compaction or 100 kips over
25 ft2 greater of 95%
modified Proctor or

85% relative density

Dry backfill equivalent liquid density

• Sandy gravel (ib/ft 3) 30-40

• Sandy clay (lb/ft 3) 40

• Clay (Ib/ft 3) 50

Moist backfill equivalent liquid density 80

(lb/ft 3)

The waste disposal area encloses two rows of above-grade concrete vaults: one for Class A
waste and one for Class B/C waste. When filled, these vaults will be covered by a single earth

cover tbr permanent closure.

A.1.2 Land Improvements and Utilities

The general arrangement of land improvements, buildings, and other structures is shown in

Figure A-I and described in this section.
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• Site. The site is rectangular in shape and is enclosed by a perimeter fence that defines
the buffer zone. The buffer zone extends a minimum of 328 ft from the perimeter

fence to the fence enclosing the waste disposal area, and is established to limit access

by the public. The buffer zone will be cleared of trees and shrubs with only grasses
allowed to remain, and will be graded away from the waste disposal area with the

resultant flow collected in a retention basin. Uncontaminated flows from points within

the waste disposal area will also be discharged to the retention basin. The waste
disposal area is aiso enclosed by a fence and includes the vaults for both Class A and
Class B/C waste.

• Roads. A five-mile-long access road is provided to connect the site to the nearest

public road. This road will be a two-lane (one lane in each direction), undivided road
with a 4-in. asphalt concrete surface and a 12-in. base course. Roads located within the

buffer zone and the disposal area will be of the same design and will provide access to

ali buildings in the buffer zone, and to the waste disposal area.

• Fencing. The entire site is encircled by a single 8-ft-tall chain link fence, and is

accessed through a gate located at the front of the disposal facility with access
controlled by a security guard as shown in Figure A-1. A second, inner fence encircles

the waste disposal area and isolates it within the buffer zone. A gate allows passage

between the buffer zone and the waste disposal area through the truck wash.

• Site utilities. The site will be provided with water, power, sanitary sewer,
telecommunications, and fire alarm utilities. Power and telecommunications will be

extended to the site from a point of connection five miles from the site. Sanitary sewer

service will be provided with a septic tank and leach field located on site. Potable

water will be provided from a point of connection located five miles from the site, with

peak and fire demands met from an onsite storage tank of 5,000-gal capaciw. Storage

tanks will be provided for containment of potentially contaminated wash waste

produced by decontamination operations and the truck wash, and dedicated storage
tanks will be provided for fuel and industrial liquid waste. Potentially contaminated
water will be collected, monitored, and treated if found to be contaminated.

Uncontaminated water will be discharged to onsite surface retention basins.
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A.2 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The disposal facility design is based on assumed critcria for structural design, as well as
compliance with applicable codes and standards.

A.2.1 Design Criteria

The structural design criteria in Table A-2 are those used to develop the disposal facility
design.

A.2.2 Codes and Standards

National codes and standards listed in this section are representative of the requirements for

the disposal facility. In addition, design, operation, closure, and post-closure maintenance of

LLW disposal sites must also comply with state and local codes and standards. No attempt has

been made to identify any typical state or local requirements for this study.

• U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations and
standards:

29 CFR 1910, "Occupational Safety and Health S¢_andards"--all subparts except

Subparts R, and T through Z.

- 29 CFR 1926, "Safety and Health Regulations tbr Construction"--ali subparts.

- 10 CFR 61, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Licensing Requirements for

Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste."

• American Concrete Institute, "Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety Related Concrete

Structures (ACI 349-80)," ACI Mcmual of Concrete Practice, Part 4-1992.

• The American National Standards Institute/American Society of Civil Engineers

document, Minimum Design Loads" for Buildings and Other Structures (ANSI/ASCE 7;
1988).

• The following parts of the 1993 edition of the Uniform Building Code:

Part I: Administrative, ali chapters

Part II: Definitions and Abbreviations, ali chapters

Part III: Requirements Based on Occupancy, Chapters 5 and 7

Part IV: Requirements Based on Type of Construction, ali Chapters
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Part V: Engineering Regulations -- Quality and Design of the Materials of
Construction, ali chapters except Chapters 25 and 28

Part VI: Detailed Regulations, ali chapters except Chapters 34 through 37,
39, and 40

Part VII: Fire Resistive Standards for Fire Protection, ali chapters

Part IX: Wall and Ceiling Coverings, chapter 47

Part X: Special Subjects, Chapters 50 and 54

Part XI: UBC Standards, Chapter 60

Appendix: Chapters 35, 55, and 70.

• The following parts of the 1991 edition of the Uniform Mechanical Code:

Part I: Administrative
Part II: Definitions and Abbreviations

Part III: Heating, Vcntilating, and Cooling
Part V: Miscellaneous

Appendix A: UMC Standards
Appendix B: Piping
Appendix C: System Sizing Standards.

° The following parts of the 1993 edition of the National Electric Code:

Chapter 1: General
Chapter 2: Wiring and Protection
Chapter 3: Wiring Methods and Materials
Chapter 4: Equipment for General Use
Chapter 5: Special Occupancies
Chapter 6: Spccial Equipment
Chapter 7: Special Conditions
Chapter 8: Communications Systems.

° The American Association of Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
specifications contain sections that are applicable to the design and construction of
access roads, bridges, and culverts to and within a disposal site. Utility roadways within
the site that will not bear heavy loads are excluded from these requirements.

A.2.3 Support Facilities

Support facilities are provided to house personnel, operations, and equipment at the disposal
sitc. Nine buildings are shown on Figure A-1 and are described in the following paragraphs.
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• Truck inspection station. The truck inspection station is used for the initial

inspection of the vehicles transporting the waste and is located along the access road,
outside of the buffer zone. The structure is a simple, single story kiosk of

approximately 120 ft 2 in area. The building utilities include power, lighting, fire alarm,
water, and telecommunications. The structure will be a prefabricated unit constructed

of insulated metal paneling over a metal frame, and installed on a prepared foundation

consisting of a slab on grade with utility connections. A paved area will be provided

adjacent to the truck inspection station so that trucks can pull off of the main road for

inspection.

• Guard station. The guard station is located at the front gate and controls access to

the buffer zone. The structure is a simple, singic story kiosk of approximately 120 ft2

in area. The building utilities include power, lighting, fire alarm, water, and

telecommunications. The structure will be a prefabricated unit constructed of insulated

metal paneling over a metal frame, and will be installed on a prepared foundation

consisting of a slab on grade with utility connections.

• Truck wash. The truck wash will be located past the guard station at the entrance to

the waste disposal area, and provides an enclosed facility for truck cleaning. The

building will be constructed of metal panels installed over a structural steel frame with

a clear height of 20 ft. The foundation will be perimeter stem wall and spread footing,

and the floor will be a depresscd slab on grade to collect wash water. Fixed and

manual nozzles will be used to wash the trucks and a drain system will collect all liquid

for storage in a tank. Uncontaminated liquid will be discharged, and contaminated

liquid will be retained and treated as waste. Utilities will include power, water,

telecommunications, fire protection, fire alarm, and liquid waste collection.

• Concrete batch plant. A permanent concrete batch plant will be located within the

buffer zone to provide a source of concrete for support facility construction, cell

construction, cell cover construction, and a source of sand and gravel for cell backfill.

The plant will be installed on a 40 by 100-ft concrete slab with a spot footing

foundation to support concentrated loads from the batch plant supports. Utilities will

include power, water, telecommunications, fire protection, and fire alarm.

• General warehouse. The general warehouse will store ali bulk material, spare parts,

concrete forms, and other supplies needed at the site. The building will be

approximately 3,600 ft2 in area, and will be construct_:d of insulated metal panels
installed over a structural steel frame with a clear height of 20 ft. The foundation will

be a perimeter stem wall and spread footing, and the floor will be a slab on grade.

Utilities will include power, water, telecommunications, fire protection, and fire alarm.

• Waste receiving and inspection building. The waste receiving and inspection

building provides a loading dock and other facilities for receiving trucks loaded with

waste, removing the waste containers from the trucks, inspecting waste containers, and

decontaminating the exterior of the waste containers ii"needed. The building will be

approximately 10,000 ft2 in area and will be constructed of insulated metal panels

installed over a structural steel frame. The foundation will be a perimeter stem wall
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and spread footing, and the floor will be a slab on grade. The building includes an

interior bay constructed with walls of shielding concrete to reduce worker exposure to

containers with high levels of gamma radiation. Utilities will include power, water,

telecommunications, fire protection, and fire alarm.

• Waste storage building. The waste storage building allows waste to be stored

temporarily while awaiting placement in the vault. Although normal operations call for

waste to be placed immediatcly in a disposal cell within the vault, there may be

circumstances when this is not possible because of weather or other interference. This

building is sized to store 30,000 ft3 of waste, or one year's volume at the planned rate.

The building will be approximately 30,000 ft2 in area and will be constructed of metal

panels installed over a structural steel frame with a clear height of 14 ft. The

foundation will be a perimeter stem wall and spread footing, and the floor will be a slab

on grade. The building includes an interior bay constructed with walls of shielding

concrete to reduce worker exposure to containers with high levels of gamma radiation.

Utilities will include power, water, telecommunications, fire protection, and fire alarm.

• Equipment storage building. The equipment storage building provides a covered

storage area for the rolling stock and other equipment permanently located at the site.

This building includes fuel storage and dispensing tacilities for diesel- and gasoline-

powered equipment, as well as minor maintenance supplies, tools, and parts. The

building will be approximately 5,625 ft2 in area and will be constructed of insulated

metal panels installed over a structural steel frame with a clear height of 20 ft. The
foundation will he a perimeter stem wall and spread footing, and the floor will be a slab

on grade. Utilities will include power, water, telecommunications, fire alarm, fire

protection, and sewer. Storage tanks will he provided for industrial and potentially

hazardous liquid waste generated as a result of maintenance operations.

• Administration building. The administration building will house ali onsite staff,

including waste operations, safety, management, and security. The building exterior will

be constructed of metal panels installed over a structural steel frame with a clear height

of 10 ft. Interior surfaces will be finished with gypsum wallboard and a suspended

acoustical ceiling. Interior partitions will be constructed of gypsum wallboard over

metal studs. The foundation will be a perimeter stem wall and spread footing, and the

floor will be a slab on grade. Floor surfaces will be covered with carpet in office areas

and tile in entry, high traffic, and bathroom areas. Utilities will include power, water,

telecommunications, fire alarm, fire protection, and sewer.

A.2.4 Disposal Systems

Class A waste is placed in a separate vault from that used for Class B and C waste (10

CFR61.7(b)(2)). This separate placement of the Class B and C waste ensures stability of the

more concentrated waste and, additionally, minimizes water exposure to such waste and minimizes

exposure of potential intruders to such waste. In addition, this separation minimizes occupational

exposure of operating personnel to the higher radiation levels associated with Class B and C
waste, and limits the impact of higher radiation levels on operating productivity. Figure A-2
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presents a plan and section of the cellular vaults designed for both Class A and Class B/C waste.
The earthen cover used for final closure of vaults tor ali classes of waste includes a provision for a
minimum of 6.5 ft of earthen cover material.

A.2.4.1 Disposal System for Class A Waste

The salient features of the Class A waste disposal system are:

• The waste is emplaced in a cellular concrete vault constructed at existing grade,
with dimensions listed in Table A-3

• The cells are sized to accommodate one year of Class A waste at the forecast rate
of 29,100 ft3 per year (97% of 30,000 ft3 per year)

• The voids between the waste containers within the cells are filled with structural
fill of clean sand

• When filled, the cells are closed with a concrete, cast-in-piace lid

• When the facility reaches the end of its operating life, the concrete vault will be
covered with an earthen cover.

Table A-3. Class A disposal vault dimensions.

Parameter Dimensions

Number of cells 30

Base dimensions 22 x 108 ft

Cell height 20 ft 6 in.

Gross cell vo!t;,me 48,708 ft3

The concrete vaults are designed to withstand the effects of corrosion over an extended
period through the application of conservative design practices. One failure mechanism for
concrete is corrosion of the reinforcing steel, which carries the tensile load applied to the
reinforced concrete. The potential for corrosion can be limited through adjustment of concrete
design specifications to reduce permeability, thereby inhibiting chemical attack, and by increasing ..
the thickness of concrete cover between the reinforcing bars and the exposed face of the
concrete. Increasing the thickness, or cover, protecting the reinforcing bars from the environment
increases the protection from corrosion by increasing the distance that dissolved material must
travel through concrete to react with the steel. Provision for limiting the potential for corrosion
has also been made through the addition of a drainage system and monitor/ag standpipes for the
collection and removal of any water that may enter the disposal cell.
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The concrete vault consists of a series of large, reinforced concrete cells with vertical walls.

Each cell is sized to accommodate a combination of drums, boxes, and cask liners using the

projected mix of containers identified in Table A-10. The cclls will be constructed by excavating

the existing soil to a depth of 5 ft and placing 2.5 ft of gravel to support the floor of the cell.

The cell floor will be sloped slightly to provide positive drainage to a french drain constructed of

permeable gravel. These drain systems are designed to operate even after the cell is closed and

can be monitored through standpipes that _xtend above the cell and, eventually, above the earth
cover.

Each cell will be filled with waste and then capped with a cast-in-piace, reinforced concrete

lid. The lid is cast directly over the sand backfill that surrounds the waste in the cell and provides

continuous support to the lid. Each cell will be closed with a lid as the cell is fillcd and there will

be construction joints between sections of the lid. These joints will be constructed to facilitate

thermal expansion and contraction while providing for a leak resistant design.

Temporary protection to prevent entry of moisture into the open cell will be implemented

by using a temporary cover of polyethylene or similar heavy plastic sheeting, or hcavicr tarpaulin

type materials as appropriate, over a temporary metal or wood framework. These temporary

methods may be augmented by constructing the permanent concrcte lid in sections as the cell is
filled.

A portable crane will be used to lift the waste into the cell for placement. Waste will be

placed into the cell until it is filled to the design capacity. The cell dimensions were established

to accommodate the desired volume of waste and include a 2-ft contingency to allow clearance for

variations in waste package dimensions and to facilitate the addition of sand as fill. When the cell

is ready for closure, the remaining vertical space, approximately 2 ft, will be filled with sand to
support the lid.

An earth cover will be constructed over the cells whcn the facility is closed. The earth cover
is discussed in detail in Section A.2.5.

A.2.4.2 Disposal System for Class B/C Waste

The salient features of the Class B/C waste disposal system are:

,, The waste is emplaced in a cellular concrete vault constructed at existing grade,
with dimensions listed in Table A-4

• The cells are sized to accommodate one year of waste at the forecast rate of 900
ft3 per year

• The voids between the waste containers are filled with structural fill material

, The cells are filled to within 6.5 ft of the cell top, and the balance of the cell

volume is filled with gravel for shielding

• When filled, the cells are closed with a concrete, cast-in-piace lid
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• When the facility reaches the end of its operating life and is filled_ the concrete
vault will be covered with an earthen cover.

The Class B/C cell is similar to the Class A cell in ali design respects except for the cell

volume and the 6.5-ft. layer of gravel.

Table A-4. Class B/C disposal vault dimensions.

Parameter Measurement

Number of cells 30

Base dimensions 14 x 28 ft

Cell height 10 ft 6 in.

Gross cell volume 4,116 ft3

A.2.5 Earth Cover

Multi-layered earthen cover systems are used to provide a permanent cover over the

concrete vaults after the end of the operating period. A cross-section of the cover is shown in

Figure A-3 and a cross-section of the vault with cover is shown in Figure A-2.

A major function of the cover system is to serve as a low permeability barrier that provides a

preferential path by which water can be directed away from disposal units and that restricts the

rate at which percolating water infiltrates into the disposal units. The cover system also serves to

restrict human, plant, or animal intrusion into the waste and to reduce gamma exposure rates at

the surface of the disposal unit tct acceptable levels.

The cover system will consist of alternating layers of materials such as clay, sand, gravel,

cobble, boulders, rip-rap, and/or topsoil with native vegetation established. Each of these

components of the cover system has a particular function. These functions include acting as a

moisture barrier (clay), moisture conduit for shedding water that has infiltrated through layers

above (sand or gravel), intrusion barrier (cobble or boulders), growth medium for vegetation

(topsoil), and providing resistance to erosion (cobble, boulders, rip-rap, topsoil covered with

vegetation).

lt is reasonable to include synthetic moisture barriers in the design of the cover systems in

an effort to supplement their performance characteristics, lt is doubtful, however, that there are
sufficient data and information about the behavior of these materials over the long term and

hence, there is doubt that their successful function beyond a few years or perhaps decades could

be justified in the licensing process. Therefore, the cover design proposed for evaluation in this

report does not rely upon these materials tbr the cover systems.

The proposed earth-covered concrete vault design incorporates an earthen cover

approximately 6.5 ft thick over the top of the Class A waste vault, as shown in Figure A-2, and as
detailed in Figure A-3.
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The proposed cover and vault design for Class B/C waste incorporates several layers and
types of materials over the top of the Class B/C waste, with a total thickness of at least 16.5 ft
(5 m), as shown in Figure A-2. The requirements for the intruder barrier required by 10 CFR
61.52(a)(2) are as follows:

Wastes designated as Class C pursuant to 61.55, must be disposed of so that the top of
the waste is a minimum of 5 meters below the top surface of the cover or must be
disposed of with intruder barriers that are designed to protect against an inadvertent
intrusion for at least 500 years.

and pertains only to Class C waste. In the proposed earth-covered concrete vault design, the
above requirements are both met, under the assumptions of this report, because the 2.5-ft-thick
concrete vault is assumed to provide the required intruder protection for at least 500 years, and
the Class C waste is a minimum of 5 m below the top surface of the overall cover.

A.2.6 Minimizing Effects of Subsidence

Ali waste containers will be deliberately positioned to facilitate the filling of void spaces
between containers, and these spaces will be filled before each cell is closed with a concrete lid.
Although the concrete lid is designed to be self-supporting, the lid will rest on and derive
additional support from the waste itself. Proper compaction of the earth cover and the final slope
of 1:5 (rise:run) will reduce the potential for subsidence or slumping of the earth cover.

Experience has shown that problems with earthen covers, such as subsidence, generally
become evident in the first few years after the cover is put in place. Following the initial
construction of the earth cover, any subsidence will be rectified by placing additional cover
material. Placement of the additional material will continue until subsidence has ceased or is not

likely to occur in the foreseeabic future. The cover must be stabilized before the state assumes
responsibility for long-term care.

A.2.7 Environmental Monitoring

An environmental monitc_rh_gprogram must provide data for pre-construction
characterization, construction and operation monitoring, and closure and post-closure surveillance
[10 CFR 61.7(c)(3) and (4)]. This program must be adequate to provide data to evaluate the
potential health and environmental impacts during construction and operation of the facility and
to enable the evaluation of long-term effects and the need for mitigative measures. The program
must be capable of providing early warning of releases of radionuclides from the disposal site
betk)re they leave the site boundary [10 CFR 61.53(c) and (d)]. The disposal facility design relies
on a buffer zone to provide the necess._rydelay in groundwater migration necessary to implement
mitigative actions, if neccssary.

The environmental monitoring program must assess ali exposure pathways to onsite and

offsite persons to ensure that contaminant concentrations not only meet the performance criteria
tbr exposure levels, but also actively implement the concept of maintaining exposure as low as
reasonably achievable. Initially, the golgiof the environmental monitoring program is to provide
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detection monitoring. This monitoring is to detect any contaminant release from the facility.

During the operation, closure, and post-closure pcriods, release of radionuclides from the facility

is not anticipated to occur. However, if positive detection of environmental contaminants does

occur, the monitoring program would then become a compliance monitoring program, with

increased sampling, laboratory analyses, and data analysis in excess of the levels indicated in this

monitoring program and estimate. Data analysis for either type of environmental monitoring

program would include both comparison analysis (comparison of uncontaminated sample sites with

those potentially contaminated from facility releases), and time series analysis (detecting changes

in contaminant concentrations caused by facility rcleases, at a single sampling site over a period of
time).

The environmental monitoring program is dcscribcd in two parts. The phased environmental

monitoring program is presented in Section A.2.7.1 and indicates the type of monitoring tests, and

the number and frequencies of tests, _br each of the four project phases. Section A.2.7.2

presents the analysis methods and descriptions of each type test to be performed.

A.2.7.1 Phased Environmental Monitoring Program

Environmental monitoring will be performed throughout the pre.-operations, operations,

closure, and post-closure phases, but at significantly differing levels. Monitoring during the pre-

operations phase is necessary to establish a baseline against which to compare opcrations results;

operations phase monitoring is necessary to dctcct disposal activity related or immediate release

of contaminants to the onsite or offsite cnvironmcnt; monitoring for immediate rclcases will

continue during the closure period; post-closure pcriod monitoring will detect any long-term
releases from the disposal facility.

The data presented in Tables A-5, A-6, A-7, and A-8 define the type, number, frequency,

and analyses necessary for the environmental monitoring program during ali four phases of the

facility life. The numbers of samples identified in the tables for each of the respcctive phases

represent the desired number of valid test samples for cach tcst type. The actual quantity of

samples will be increased by approximately 20% to providc for duplicates, blanks, spikes, and

othcr sampling requirements associated with quality assurance and quality control.

The components of the gross, specific, anion, volatile, and semivolatiles analyses are common

to ali tables in Section 3 and Appendix A of this report, and are as follows:

• Gross -- Gross alpha, gross bcta, and gamma spectroscopy

• Specific _ Am-241, Np-237, Pu-238, 239/240, U-234, U-235, U-238, Ra-226, Ra-228,
C-14, Ni-63, Tc-99, Sr-90, 1-129, Cs-137, and H-3

• Anions -- NO3, NO2 =, CI, $04 =, C03 =, and P04 -3

• Volatile --- Target compound list (TCL) volatile organics

• Semivolatiles - TCL semivolatile organics.
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Table A-5. Pre-operations one-time sampling program.

Environmental Radiological Chemical

medium Type Number Frequency analyses analyses

External gamma Ground One time Initial Gamma

survey

Soil Drilling 25 One time Gross TAL metals,
core volatile,

semivolatiles,
CN

A.2.7.1.1 Pre.Operations Environmental Monitoring Program. Environmental

monitoring during the pre-operations phase will consist of one-time sampling activities, and initial

baseline data collection One-time sampling, to include the initial external gamma ground survey

and sampling of drilling cores collected during site characterization and construction, will be

collected as these operations occur during the pre-operations phase.

Baseline environmental monitoring will be performed during the one-year period prior to the

anticipated commencement of operations. This environmental sampling will include the full

operations phase environmental monitoring program, and will include quarterly sampling and

analysis for those samples that are to be monitored on an annual basis in the operation period

program, as shown in Table A-6. This quarterly sampling will provide a four-sample baseline,

where annual sampling would only provide one sample result.

A.2.7.1.2 Operations Environmental Monitoring Program. During the operations phase,

the environmental monitoring program will be as defined in Table A-7.

A.2.7.1.3 Closure Environmental Monitoring Program. During the closure phase, the

environmental monitoring program will continue exactly the same as during the operations phase,

as shown in Table A-7. Following site closure, the potential for contaminant releases will be

greatly reduced. It is anticipated that the environmental monitoring results will demonstrate the

expected performance of the site following cessation of operations. During this phase, one
additional test, the final external gamma ground survey, will be performed to document site

exposure levels at the end of the last year of the closure period.

A.2.7.1.4 Post-closure Environmental Monitoring Program. At the end of the closure

period, it is planned that the site will be turned over to a governmental agency for long-term

custodial care throughout the post-closure period. It is also assumed that the site must be

performing as planned prior to, and as a condition for, the turnover to a governmental agency to
occur. During the post-closure period, it is expected that a groundwater sampling program would

give the first indication of any difficulties with site performance. Therefore, during the post-
closure period, the environmental monitoring program will be reduced to monitoring only the

groundwater release pathways. Groundwater pathways are the most likely release pathways, and
will be monitored on an annual basis, as shown in Table A-8.
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Table A-6. Baseline monitoring during pre-operational period.

Environmental Radiological Chemical

Medium Type Number Frequency analyses analyses

External gamma TLD 16 Quarterly Gamma/beta --

Soil Surface 20 Quarterly Gross, --
H-3

Soil Surface 20 Quarterly Specific TAL metals,
volatile,
semivolatiles

Soil Sediment 3 Quarterly Gross,
H-3

Soil Sediment 3 Quarterly Specific TAL metals,
volatile,
semivolatiles

Air Particulate 4 Weekly Gross

Air Particulate 1 Monthly Specific

Air Water Vapor 1 Monthly H-3

kar Iodine 1 Monthly 1-129, 125

Air Iodine 1 Weekly 1-131

Air Gaseous 1 Monthly H-3,
C-14,

Kr-85,

Vegetation Crop 16 Quarterly Specific TAL metals

Vegetation Non-Crop 20 Quarterly Gross, TAL metals
H-3

Water Surface 3 Quarterly Gross,
H-3

Water Surface 3 Quarterly Specific TAL metals,
volatile,
anions

Water Ground 20 Quarterly Gross, pH,
specific, conductivity,
H-3 TOC,

TOX,
Ca+, Na+ , K+,

Mg++,
anions,

oil and grease
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Table A-6. Continued.

Environmental Radiological Chemical

Medium Type Number Frequency analyses analyses

Water Ground 20 Quarterly Specific CN', volatile,
semi
volatile

Water Potable 3 Quarterly Specific pH,
conductivity,
TOC, TOX,
Ca +, Na +, K+,

Mg++, anions,
oil and grease,
CN, volatile,

] semivolatiles

Water Precipitation 1 Monthly Gross, H-3

= Biota Small mammals 1 each, Quarterly Gross TAL metals

3 species

Biota Game birds 1 each, Quarte,'ly Gross TAL metals

3 species

_ Biota Fish 3 species Quarterly Gross TAL metals
-

,ni upstream
and 3

species
1 down-

stream

Foodstuff Milk 1 upwind Quarterly 1-129
and 1

downwind
I

_

TLD--thermoluminescent dosimeter

TOC-total organic carbon
TOX--total organic halogens.

A.2.7.2 Analysis Methods

Gross alpha and gross beta analyses of environmental samples are cost-efficient screening

techniques for detection of radionuclide contamination, but cannot determine the radionuclide

present or distinguish between naturally occurring radionuclides and other contaminant
radionuclides. Gamma spectroscopy can distinguish gamma-emitting radionuclides, but can

cxpcrience interference from sample matrices and background, and is incapable of dctecting non-

! gamma-emitting radionuclides. Screening techniques such as these can often detect radionuclides
_
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Table A-8. Environmental monitoring program--post-closure period.

Environmental Radiological Chemical

medium Type Number Frequency Analyses Analyses

Water Ground 20 Annual Gross, pH,

specific, conductivity,
H-3 TOC, TOX,

Ca +, Na +, K +,

Mg ++,
anions,

oil and grease

Water Ground 20 Annual CN,

volatile,
semivolatiles

for which specific analysis was not performed. Specific radionuclide analysis can characterize

which radionuclides are present in the sample, but at a much increased cost. Acombination of

these analysis methods are used in the environmental monitoring program to provide adequate

monitoring in a cost-effective manner.

Total organic carbon (TOC), total organic halogens (TOX), and oil and grease analyses are

cost-efficient chemical screening techniques performed on environmental samples.

Characterization analyses such as target analyte list (TAL) metals, target compound list (TCL)

volatile, and semivolatiles are chemical analyses capable of determining the presence of the

specific chemical constituents. Water quality analyses are used to determine the acceptability of

drinking water.

Each type of analysis can be used in an environmental monitoring program to perform more

frequent screening or less frequent characterization analysis. If screening analysis detects the

presence of radionuclides or hazardous chemicals, it may be necessary to perform characterization

analyses on the sample to better understand the contamination present.

Although the facility will be operated to prevent disposal of hazardous chemical and mixed

waste, the potential exists for inadvertent acceptance of such materials, and the facility will be

accepting some nonhazardous chemicals that are contaminated with radionuclides. Thus, the

environmental monitoring program must be capable of monitoring for these materials.

A.2.7.2.1 External Dose Rate Ground Survey. Performance of an initial site gamma

survey using natural background range field instrumentation will provide detection and

documentation of any pre-existing external exposure anomalies at the site. This survey will

provide detection of any areas that may have a previous radiological history and establish a

baseline for comparison with a similar survey to be performed at closure.
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Repetition of the site gamma survey following closure of the facility, at the end of the
closure period, will document increased exposure lcvcls associated with the entombed waste and
verily the absence of any other increases.

A.2.7.2.2 External Exposure (TLD) Monitoring. A system of 16 thermoluminescence
dosimeter (TLD) stations will be deploycd at equal distances along the site boundary to monitor
for increased gamma or bcta exposure resulting from site releases. Dosimeters will be exchanged
on a quarterly basis to provide multiple rcadings for each site and to provide adequate data for
annual data analysis and reporting.

A.2.7.2.3 Soil Surface Sampling. Surface soil sampling will be performed at 20 locations
at the site to monitor for surface deposition of radionuclides and chemical contaminants. Sixteen
soil sampling locations will surround the facility, with four additional samples taken at random or
suspect locations, including locations within the site. Quarterly radionuclide screening analysis
and tritium analysis will be pcrformed, and annual (quarterly during the one-year pre-operational
baseline monitoring period) analysis of samples for specific radionuclide and chemical
characterization analysis will be performcd.

A.2.7.2.4 Drilling Core Analysis. Borcholes are drilled as part of site characterization or
construction activities. Radionuclide and chemical analyses will be performed on borehole
samples to detect any pre-existing underground contamination. Such contamination could affect
the siting decision tbr the waste disposal facility. Radionuclide screening analysis will be
performed, and can be supplemented with additional specific radionuclide analysis if necessary.

A.2.7.2.5 Sediment Sampling. Stream bed, runoff course, and retention basin sediment
sampling will be used to detect surface water contamination. Sediments tend to concentrate
radionuclides from the surface water and act as a good indicator of contamination. Three sites
will be selected based on surface water flow through the site. Quarterly analyses for radionuclide
screening and tritium will be performed, with aimual (quarterly during the one-year pre-
operational baseline monitoring period) radionuclide specific and chemical characterization
analysis.

A.2.7.2.6 Air Sampling. Continuous air sampling will be performed, with analysis, on a
periodic basis. Four air particulate sampling stations will be located at the north, south, east, and
west site boundaries, with weekly analysis for radionuclide screening and monthly composite
sample analysis for specific radionuclides. A single onsite air sampling station will continually
collect air samples for other analyses. Water vapor will be analyzed monthly for tritium, and air
will bc analyzed monthly for long-lived iodine radionuclides, and weekly for short-lived iodine-131.
Gas samples will be collected and analyzed monthly for carbon-14, tritium, and krypton-85.

A.2.7.2.7 Vegetation Sampling. Food and non-food vegetation samples will be collected
tt_ detect radionuclide deposition in both the human and animal food chain. Food crops will be
sampled on a quartcrly basis at thc nearest growing location in each of the 16 sectors surrounding
the site. Specific radionuclide analysis will be pcrl'ormcd bccausc of the human consumption of
this sampling medium. Chemical analysis for metals will also be performed. Non-crop vegetation
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will be sampled near the same 20 locations used for surface soil sample points. Quarterly analysis
for radionuclide screening, tritium, and chemical analysis for metals will be performed. Organic
compounds will be detected in soil sampling, precluding the need for this analysis of vegetation
samples.

A.2.7.2.8 Surface Water. Surface water sampling will be performed at three locations,
based on water flow across the site. Quarterly samples will be analyzed for radionuclide screening
and tritium; composite samples will be analyzed annually for specific radionuclides and chemical
characterization.

A.2.7.2.9 Groundwater. Groundwater will be sampled from 20 locations on and off the
site. The location of monitoring wells will be established based on the hydrology of the site.
Some monitoring wells will be specifically drilled for this purpose, and some site characterization
boreholes will be converted for this use. Samples will be analyzed for radionuclide screening,
specific radionuclides, tritium, a suite of water quality indicators, and chemical screening analyses
on the following schedules:

• Pre-operations baseline monitoring period---quarterly

° Operations and closure periods--quarterly

• Post-closure period--annually.

Samples will be analyzed for chemical characterization on a quarterly basis during the pre-
operational baseline monitoring period, and on an annual basis in ali other periods.

A.2,7.2.10 Potable Water. Three existing potable water supply sources will be sampled on
an annual basis to detect direct contamination of this human intake pathway. Annual analysis for
specific radionuclides, water quality indicators, and chemical screening and characterization
analyses will be performed.

A.2.7.2.11 Precipitation. Precipitation may collect airborne contaminants, returning them
to the ground for plant, animal, or human uptake. Rainwater or snow melt collected at one site
location will be analyzed monthly for radionuclide screening and tritium analysis.

A.2.7.2.12 Small Mammals. One specimen each of three representati-,e species of small
mammals that have access to the waste disposal site will be trapped on an annual basis (quarterly
during the one-year pre-opcrational baseline monitoring period). This will allow determination if
animal uptake is occurring, which if present, could result in surface deposition or offsite migration
of contaminants. Animal tissue analysis will bc performed lhr radionuclide screening and metals
analysis.

A.2.7.2.13 Game Birds. These animals represent a potential direct human uptake
pathway. One specimen each of three representative species will be collected on an annual basis
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(quarterly during the one-year pre-operational baseline monitoring period). Radionuclide

screening and metals analysis will be performed.

A.2.7.2.14 Fish. Fish species that live in waters with the potential for contamination by

releases from the site represent a potential human intake pathway. Annually (quarterly during

the one-year pre-operational Baseline Monitoring period), one sample of each of three species

will be taken from downstream locations and from upstream locations for comparison. Tissue

analysis will be performed for radionuclide screening and metals analysis.

A.2.7.2.15 Milk. Milk represents the peak of the concentration chain for human

consumption of iodine nuclide. One sample of locally produced milk will be obtained from both

upwind and downwind (based on the predominant wind direction) locations on a quarterly basis.

Analysis for long-lived iodine-129 will be pcrtbrmed.

A.2.8 Quality Assurance

A license application to design, construct, and operate a LLW disposal facility must provide

tbr a quality assurance program. According to 10 CFR 61.120), this program must include a

quality control program for the determination of natural disposal site characteristics and for
quality control during the design, construction, operation, and closure of the facility; and the

receipt, handling, and emplacement of the waste. Provisions for audits and managerial controls

must also be included. Several documents 4'5'_provide guidance on the application of quality

assurance standards to LLW disposal activities. Specific guidance for LLW disposal facilities on

meeting the quality control and quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR 61.120) is provided by
the NRC in NUREG 1293, Revision 1.7

LLW disposal facilities are comprised of structures, systems, and components that prevent or

mitigate the consequences of postulated releases of radioactivity that could affect the health and

safety of the public. Such systems, structures, and components are classified for quality assurance

purposes, in terms of two quality levels denoted by Quality Levels "Q" and "non-Q."

A.2.8.1 Quality Level Q

Plant and facility systems, structures, components, or services essential tbr safe operational

control or whose failure could result in undue radiological risks to employees or to public health

and safety require special measures during design, construction, and operation as determined by

the regulators of the facility. Ali engineered safeguards and other items that directly prevent or

mitigate the consequences of potential releases of radioactivity involving undue radiological risk to

employees or public health and safety arc designated Quality Level Q. Quality Level Q systems

and components als() include systems, structures, or components whose failure would cause

predictable degradation of performance or reliability relative to facility operations.

This report assumes that the earth cover, concrete vault, and waste storage building conform
tt_ ()tmlitv l.cvci Q and st_lndards.
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A,2.8.2 Quality Level Non-Q Items

Systems and components whose failure would not directly result in an undue radiological risk
to employees or public health and safety are designated Non-Q. Non-Q systems and components
include those items for applicable codes, standards, or specifications do not require a quality
assurance program to be implemented. Ali land improvements and buildings not used for waste
storage are classified as Non-Q items. Quality levels for major systems are summarized in
Table A-9.

Table A-9. Quality levels for major systems.

Major system Quality level

Earth cover Q

Concrete vault Q

Waste storage building Q

Other support buildings Non-Q

Land improvements Non---Q
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A.3 SITE OPERATIONS

A.3.1 Waste Receipt, Waste Disposal, and Facility Closure

The operational period begins when construction of ali buildings, utilities, land

improvements, and support structures are completed and the facility has received all required

licenses and permits, and met ali regulatory requirements. The fix't disposal cells a_e constructed

at the beginning of the first operating season and construction of one cell for each of the two

waste vaults is estimated to require one month. Waste is delivered on trucks to the disposal

facility complete with ali required documentation. The waste packages are removed from the

truck and inspected to verify the integrity of the package and the adequacy of required

documentation. The waste is then transported to the appropriate cell for either Class A or Class

B/C, and is placed inside the cell using a crane. The cells of the vault are sized so that, on

average, one cell will be filled c_lch year. Waste is received and placed for two months of each

year, although the waste storage building has storage capacity for up to 30,000 ft3 of waste in the
event that the waste receipt rate exceeds the placement rate or if it is necessary to store waste

that is received when placement operations are not active.

Waste is placed within the cell using a transportable crane and in such a way as to facilitate

filling of the void spaces with sand or gravel as shown in Figure A-4. Class A cells will be filled

completely with waste containers to within 2 ft of the cell top while Class B/C cells will be filled

with waste to a depth of up to 4 ft (i.e., not closer than 6.5 ft to the cell top; see Figure A-2) and

then the remaining space will bc filled with gravel. At the conclusion of the receipt and

placcmcnt activity, filled cells within the vault arc closed with a concrete lid using the sand or

gravel placed in the cell voids as shielding for workers and as a tbrm on the bottom. The

concrete lid is designed to be self-supporting; however, casting the lid directly on top of the cell

c.Jntcnts not only provides a form fo_ tile concrete, but also contributes to long-term stability of

the vault by supporting the concrete lid. The integrity of the roof of the vaults will be maintained

by preparing the joint between each section using sandblasting and surface pre-treatment. LLW

can be packaged tbr transport to the disposal site in a variety of containers. For this study, a set

of typical containers is used: 55-gal (208 L) steel drum, 4 x 4 x 8 ft (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.4 m) wooden or

steel box, 6.5 x 6.5 ft diameter (2 x 2 m diameter) steel liner, 4 x 4 ft diameter (1.2 x 1.2 m

diameter steel liner in a shieldcd shipping cask, and a more heavily shielded horizontal shipping

cask with nominal dimensions of 12 x 1 ft die,meter (3.7 x 0.3 m diameter) for waste emitting

higher levels of radioacti_ ity.

The size of each cell was dctc_',_incd on the basis of calculations that considered the average

annual volume of waste as well as the mix of containers likely to be encountered. The

calculations are provided in Appendix C. The number of waste containers expected by type and
class arc summarized in Tablc A-10.

The facility will receive and piace waste during two-month campaigns in each operating year.

The first cells will bc constructed bcft_rc initi;_ting operations, but subsequent cells will be

constructed only as required prior to each opcr_ting campaign. /Ls a result of variations in waste
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Table A-lO. Number of waste containers by type and class.

Number of containers

Total Total

Containers Containers containers containers

Shipping Container per year, per year, (30 years), (30 years),

container volume (ft 3) Class A Class B/C Class A Class B/C

55-gal steel 7.5 1207 8 36,210 240

drums in pallets
of four each

Boxes 128.0 71 0 2,130 0

Liners 195 5 0 150 0

Small casks 50.3 193 15 5,790 450

Horizontal casks 9.4 25 11 750 330

delivery, it may be necessary to leave a cell partially filled at the end of a campaign. A temporary,

removable cover will be used in this instance to protect the waste from the elements until the

next operating campaign.

At the end of the operational period, the disposal facility will be closed by placing an

earthen cover over the above-grade vaults. The earthen cover depicted in Figure A-2 will first

be raised to a slope of 1:2 (rise:run) and standpipes will be installed to allow monitoring of

lcachate that may accumulate in the sumps. Additional fill material, including clay to reduce the

infiltration of precipitation and cobbles to deter intruders, will be added and the slope will be

reduced to 1:5 (rise:run) to reduce erosion and promote long-term stability. The concrete walls
and roof of the vault will also deter intruders.

The disposal site will be actively maintained during the periods of operations and site

closure. The aim of maintenance is to limit, to the extent practicable, the effects of such

degradation processes as erosion, concrete spalling, subsidence, biological intrusion, and

inadvertent human intrusion. In the long-term, post-closure period, custodial care will be limited

to minor custodial activities such as security, grounds care, painting, and fence maintenance and

repair. Ali water will be actively collected from the sumps throughout the post-closure period.

A.3.2 Radiological Safety

The radiological protection program for the disposal facility must not only provide protection

to both onsite and offsite individuals in compliance with 10 CFR 20, but also must maintain

exposure as low as is reasonably achievable (10 CFR 20.1(c)). To meet these requirements, the
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facility will require a radiological protection staff to direct operations, provide radiological
measurement, and perform the recordkeeping necessary for the program. A radiation safety
officer is required as part of the permanent year-around staff; a senior health physics technician
to perform environmental sampling is also required. Beginning one month before the receipt of
waste (for training and re-certification), and during the entire campaign, two additional health
physics technicians are required to provide radiological protection. Their services would not be
required until resumption of the next annual campaign.

The NRC has recently promulgated a revision of 10 CFR 20,8 which currently requires
implementation by January 1, 1993, and a proposed rule9 has extended the implementation date
to January 1, 1994. This revision incorporates the recommendations of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) issued in 1977, and implements the
recommendations contained in the Guidance to Federal Agencies for Occupational Exposure,
signed by the President in 1987.

hnpact of this change on the scope and extent of the radiological protection program is
significant for an existing program because of requirements for procedure revision and new
procedure development, training updates, recordkceping modifications, and other miscellaneous
changes. However, incorporation of these requirements into a new radiological protection
program, such as that anticipated for this facility,would not incur update or modification costs.

A.3.3 Industrial Safety

The potential exists for industrial accidents during waste disposal operations at any LLW
disposal facility. As with any industrial operation, proper management and industrial safety
practices during disposal operations can minimize the occurrence of worker accidents.
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Appendix B

Dose Assessment

Site specific modeling of radiological impacts to the present and future population

surrounding the proposed LLW disposal facility is necessary to ensure that the facility meets the

performance requirements of 10 CFR 61.41:

"Concentrations of radioactive material which may be released to the general

environment in ground water, surface water, air, soil, plants, or animals must not result

in an annual dose exceeding an equivalent of 25 millircms to the whole body, 75

millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems to any other organ of any member of the

public. Reasonable effort should be made to maintain releases of radioactivity in

effluents to the general environment as low as is reasonably achievable."

In addition to performance requirements of 10 eFR 61, there are concentration limits for

both air and water emissions from NRC licensed facilities (10 eFR 20) that must be met. lt will

be necessary to perform modeling to ensure that these concentrations are not exceeded during

the operating life of the facility. The modeling necessary to determine compliance with 10 CFR

61 will, or can easily be, modified to provide the necessary concentration information.

Implementation of ICRP 26 concepts (effective dose equivalent) onto 10 eFR 20 may

necessitate modification to the modeling techniques used to provide doses calculated with these

updated techniques. Interpretation of the regulation with respect to these new dose concepts will

be necessary to determine regulatory compliance.

New air emission regulations have been promulgated since the development of the

conceptual design report, which may effect the design of the proposed LLW disposal facility.

40 CFR 61 Subpart I contains regulations for National Emission Standards for radionuclide

emissions from facilities licensed by the NRC and Federal facilities not covered by Subpart H.

Section 61.102 regulates airborne pathway exposure (in the ICRP 26 effective dose equivalent

methodology):

"(a) Emissions of radionuclides, including iodine, to the ambient air from a facility

regulated under this subpart shall not exceed those amounts that would cause any

member of the public to receive in any year an effective dose equivalent of 10 mrem/yr.

(b) Emissions of iodine to the ambient air from a facility regulated under this subpart

shall not exceed those amounts that would cause any member of the public to receive

in any year an effective dose equivalent of 3 mrem/yr."
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M,_deling will have to be performed to ensure compliance with these regulations. Use of

the EPA COMPLY computer code is required to demonstrate compliance with these regulations.

The modeling required to meet the regulations noted above will have to De performed on a

site specific basis for licensing the proposed LLW disposal facility. As noted in the conceptual

design rep¢_rt, modeling performed there was to determine the relative performance of each of

the proposed designs, and does not provide the data necessary for licensing any of the proposed

designs, the proposed LLW facility design, or any site specific design. It is anticipated that as the

modeling required for a site specific facility license is performed, the impact of these new

regulations will be minimal.

Comparison of the gamma shielding provided by the two different vault/earth cover designs

was performed to determine if external exposure would be significantly greater for the thinner
earthen cover. Microshield PC was used to compare a 1.5-ft concrete/16.5 ft soil cover

(Conceptual Design Report, earth-mounded concrete bunker design), a 2.5 ft concrete/6.5 ft soil

cover (present earth-covered concrete vault design), and the no shielding case. Comparison was

performed for both cobalt-60 and cesium-137 gamma rays to explore different gamma energies

likely to account for external exposure from the !-)w-level radioactive waste. Results indicate that

an exposure reduction factor of 10.3o from the 16-ft soil cover is reduced to 10 -22 for the 6.5-ft

soil cover for cesium-137 gamma rays, and for cobalt-60 gamma exposure, 10 .22 for the 16-ft soil
cover reduces to 10-l_' for the 6.5-ft soil cover. These are ali very substantial shielding factors, and

both soil covers provide adequate shielding for the inadvertent intruder. Dose rate modeling tbr

site specific licensing will provide dose rate estimates for the final facility design.
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Appendix C

Cell Sizing Calculations

The cell sizing calculations were developed to determine the size ot"the cells to be
constructed each year for the receipt of low-level radioactive waste. These calculations were used
to determine the material quantities for the construction cost estimate performed with the
COSTPRO software. The size and type of containers to be placed in the cell are described in the
assumptions on page C-5.
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Objective: Size vaults for disposal of low-level waste. Develop separate vaults for Class A and
Class B/C wastes.

Basis: Historical data indicating the number of waste containers by waste class and waste

type are listed in Table 3-10. Each cell should be sized to accommodate one ycar's
volume at the projected rate. Class B/C waste cells will bc sized to allow 6.5 ft of
sandy gravel fill on top of waste. Class A cells will be filled completely with a small
allowance for a sand bed to fill voids and to provide a level surface.

Assumptions:

1. Annual waste volume = 30,000 c.f.

2. 97% of waste is Class A, 3% is Class B/C (by volume)

3. Waste container dimensions are as follows

Drums (55 gal) : 22" ID, 34" high, 7.48 cd./drum

Boxes:4'H x4'Wx8'L

Steel Cylinder : 6.5' D x 6.5' H

Steel Cask : 6.5' D x 6.5' H

Shielded Cask : 1' D x 12' L

References : Conceptual Design Report

Calculations

1. Determine volume required for each wastc package

A. Drums

2"-10" H

V = 7.48 c.f.
4'

Volume of Waste in Drums = 29.92 c.f. 4'

Volume Occupied by Cube = 48 c.f.

29.92
Efficiency --- = 62%

48.00
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B. BoxV = 128 c.f. 4_
J.

4
4'

Volume of Box = Volume of Cube --> Efficiency = 100%

C. Liner

V = (3.25) 2 pi x 6.5 = 216 c.f. _ 6.5'_

Volume of Cube = 275 c.f. (1 ')_216
Efficiency = - 79%

275

D. Cask

_ 4' JV = (2) 2 pi x 4 = 50.3 c.f. ']

Volume of Cube = 64 c.f. _'__50.3
Efficiency = = 79%

64

E. Shielded Cask

V = (0.5) 2 pi × 12 = 9.4 c.f.

Volume of Cube = 1 × 1 × 12 = 12 c.f. 1'Efficiency = __9"4_ 78%
12

2. Determine volume required for Class A waste

A. Drums

1,207 Drums

30 pallets @ 4 drums each .. 6@Y=18' h

= 120 drums/segment

5@4'=20' w

1207
= 10.05 segments (each segment is 4 ft deep)

120drums/segments
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Length = 11 (round up) x 4 = 44_.i

B. Boxes

5 @4' = 20' It

5@4' =20'W

71 boxes = 2.84 segments (each segment is 8 ft deep)
25 boxes/segment

Length = 3 (round up) × 8 = 24._.i t

C. Liners

5 liners; 1 x 6.5' = 6.5' H
one row of liners 3 x 6.5' = 19.5' H _ _9.s,

designed to fit under 3 x 6.5' = 19.5' W
and at the end of the 146.5' = 6.5' L
shielded casks.

D. Casks

193 Casks
5@4' = 20'H

25 Casks per segment

193 = 7.7 (each segment is 4 ft deep) 5@4'= 2o'w
25

Length = 8 (round up) x 4 = 32 ft

E. Shielded Casks I

25 Casks (

13@ 1 ( 12@ 1'

2'
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Incremental Length = 2_'

Summary

Drums 20' W 18' H 44' L

Boxes 20' W 20' H 24' L

Casks 20'W 20' H 32' L

Shielded Casks 12' W 12/13' H -- (on top of cylinders)

Cylinders 6.5' W 6.5' H 6.5'L

106.5

Total Length = 44' (drums) + 24' (boxes) + 32' (Cask) + 6.5' (Liners)

+ 1.5 clearance = 108 ft

Width = 20' + 2' clearance = 22'
12'-0"

Height = 20' + 6" clearance = 20'--6" _ j<z==::=
,_, 4@E

3. Determine volume requried for Class B/C waste

A. 8 Drums

B. No Boxes 26'-0"

C. No Steel Cylinders

D. 15 Casks L___
3@E

E. 11 Shielded Casks

i_iiii_ii_!!iiiii_iiii_ii!_i_i_i_i_iiiii_i_iii!_!_ii_ii!i_!i_?_i_!_i_ii!iiii_!!_iii!_ii_!_ii_i_iii_!_i!_!iii_i!i_i

6' 6" ii_ii_i_ii_ii:_ii!i!_:_:_!:,i_iii:/:!iii_i_:_!_iiii_ii!,:!:_i_:_i_:_:.i!....._:..._i_!!iiii!`_i!_:iiii!:.!_:_i!_!i_ii!!i!ii_iiii!i_!!!ii_iii_iiii_iii

i!!ii!iiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiii!!i!iIi

SECTION

Dimensions of B/C Cell = 14' W x 10'-6" H x 28' L
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Appendix D

Contingency Analysis

The contingency analysis provided in this appendix was developed using a risk weighted
methodology that considers the importance and risk of a series of parameters that have been
shown to influence cost risk. The factors are evaluated and scored on the basis of importance
(influence on cost uncertainty) and risk (the likelihood of an unfavorable outcome). The result is
a score ration that is applied to the recommended maximum contingency. The recommended
maximum contingency is based on the degree of technical definition. The design of the facility
considered tor this study is considered to be at the planning/feasibility stage of development. The
second part of the analysis considers special requirements and allows the user some flexibility to
address project specific conditions. The result is a project-specific, risk-based cost contingency.
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJEUF ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE'. SMALL-VOLUME LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Pre Operations

Relative Probability Weighted
Weight Score Score
0 to 10 1 to 10
0 = N/A 0 = Low Risk
10 =Important 10 =High Risk

Engineering Design & Inspect.
Design Completeness 9 10 90
Site Selection/Conditions 8 8 64
Design Complexity 8 7 56
Specification Complexity 8 8 64
Design Schedule 6 8 48
Life Safety/Security 6 8 48

Construction

Types of Construction 8 7 56
Construction Complexity 5 7 35
Design Completeness 8 10 80
Market Conditions 5 5 25
Method of Accomplishment 5 5 25

Special Facilities & Equipment
Requestor's Specifications 7 6 42
Maturity of Technology 7 4 28
Design Completeness 8 10 80
Method of Accomplishment 5 5 25

Standard Equipment
Specification Completeness 8 6 48
Quantity Accuracy 8 8 64
Price Accuracy 8 5 40
Method of Accomplishment 5 5 25

Licensing & Permitting
Regulatory Complexity 9 10 90
Schedule Impacts 7 9 63
Quality Assurance/Control 7 9 63

TOTALS 155 160 1159

Total Possible Score = 1550
Total Relative Weights X 10

Score Ratio = Total Weighted Score / Total Possible Score = 0.748
......
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJEC'I"ESTIMATI_S

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Pre Operations

Normal Maximum Contingency : Planning/Feasibility 35%
Budget/Conceptual 25%
Title I 20%
Title II 15%
Portion Above Low Bid 10%

Base Contingency = Score Ratio X Normal Maximum Contingency =
0.748 X 35% = 26.00%

Types of Construction
Quality Assurance Level I, II, or III; add 0 to 10% 4.00%
Underground Lines not Clearly Defined; add 2 to 5% 0.00%
Contaminated Areas (describe); add 5 to 10% 0.00%

Other Special Requirements(describe); add % 2.00%
This facility will be designed and constructed in accordance with NRC
requirements. These requirements, which could include areas such as quality
assurance, testing of materials and equipment, qualification for nuclear service
and other features cannot be known until a final site is established and
the licensing process completed.

Construction Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

Design Uncertainty(explain); add % 2.00%
The design of the concrete cells and the waste storage areas will be strongly
influenced by requirements for monitoring, release prevention, and other
measures added to comply with nuclear safety requirements. These could
include more sophisticated requirements for HVAC, fire protection, and security.

TOTAL PROJECT/ITEM CONTINGENCYPERCENT 34.00%



CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJEC'r ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Operations

Relative Probability Weighted
Weight Score Score
0 to 10 1 to 10
0 = N/A 0 = Low Risk
10 =Important 10 =High Risk

Engineering Design & Inspect.
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Site Selection/Conditions 0 0 0
Design Complexity 0 0 0
Specification Complexity 0 0 0
Design Schedule 0 0 0
Life Safety/Security 0 0 0

Construction
Types of Construction 0 0 0
Construction Complexity 0 0 0
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Market Conditions 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

Special Facilities Equipment
Requestor's Specifications 0 0 0
Maturity of Technology 0 0 0
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

'Standard Equipment
Specification Completeness 0 0 0
Quantity Accuracy 0 0 0
Price Accuracy 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

,Operations
Complexity 6 9 54
Schedule 6 8 48
Quality Assurance/Control 6 8 48

TOTALS 18 25 150

Total Possible Score = 180
Total Relative Weights X 10

Score Ratio = Total Weighted Score / Total Possible Score = 0.833
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Operations

Normal Maximum Contingency- Planning/Feasibility 35%
Budget/Conceptual 25%
Title I 20%
Title II 15%
Portion Above Low Bid 10%

Base Contingency = Score Ratio X Normal Maximum Contingency =
0.833 X 35% ffi 29.00%

Types of Construction
Quality Assurance Level I, II, or III; add 0 to 10% 4.00%
Underground Lines not Clearly Defined; add 2 to 5% 0.00%
Contaminated Areas (describe); add 5 to 10% 0.00%

Other Special Requirements(describe); add % 4.00%
The operating requirements have been estimated based on asumptions
regarding waste recept rate, operational health physics requirements,
and the availability of qualified temporary workers workers for the
periodic waste emplacement cycle. These assumptions may vary from
actual conditions.
Construction Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

Design Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

TOTAL PROJECTflTEM CONTINGENCYPERCENT 37.00%

.o,db,Cost Engineer: Date t212219_

Project Engineer: /_'_-_"--,_T'_":-_ .__i__. ._Date _;1.7/,1-3/9_...-

Reviewed by: /ff_"_:- "7-'--_'X" _';_-_ , __Date I._ 5-/#__Project Engineer: •

Approved by:
Cost Engineering: _._/.,.'_/i_/ _, _._._
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJEC'I" ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: aosure

Relative Probability Weighted
Weight Score Score
0 to 10 1 to 10
0 = N/A 0 = Low Risk

10 =Important 10 =High Risk

Engineering Design & Inspect.
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Site Selection/Conditions 0 0 0
Design Complexity 0 0 0
Specification Complexity 0 0 0
Design Schedule 0 0 0
Life Safety/Security 0 0 0

Construction

Types of Construction 9 7 63
Construction Complexity 5 7 35
Design Completeness 8 10 80
Market Conditions 5 5 25
Method of Accomplishment 5 5 25

Special Facilities Equipment
Requestor's Specifications 0 0 0
Maturity of Technology 0 0 0
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

Standard Equipment
Specification Completeness 0 0 0
Quantity Accuracy 0 0 0
Price Accuracy 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

JOperations
Complexity 6 9 54
Schedule 6 8 48

Quality Assurance/Control 6 8 0

TOTALS 50 59 330

Total Possible Score = 500
Total Relative Weights X 10

Score Ratio - Total Weighted Score / Total Possible Score = 0.660
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJECF ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Closure

Normal Maximum Contingency : Planning/Feasibility 35%
Budget/Conceptual 25%
Title I 20%
Title II 15%
Portion Above Low Bid 10%

Base Contingency = Score Ratio X Normal Maximum Contingency =
0.660 X 35% = 23.00%

Types of Construction
Quality Assurance Level I, II, or III; add 0 to 10% 4.00%
Underground Lines not Clearly Defined; add 2 to 5% 0.00%
Contaminated Areas (describe); add 5 to 10% 0.00%

Other Special Requirements(describe); add % 5.00%
Ali closure activities are subject to special requirements that
have not been fully determined. These include construction of the
earth cover, environmental monitoring, and acceptance of the facility
by the State. Delays or changes in requirements would increase cost.

Construction Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

Design Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

TOTAL PROJECT/ITEM CONTINGENCYPERCENT 32.00%

.ordbyCost Engineer: - Date t2 ' 22"t)Z-

Project Engineer" j,/_¢-_ ff-'-_. --_'_--_, ...._.Date b_/_ 3//7_ _--

Reviewed by:
Project Engineer: l_,_'_ "_'F__a-_ ___Date ///_,//_._

Approved by: t
,q
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJECF ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Post Closure

Relative Probability Weighted
Weight Score Score
0 to 10 1 to 10
0 = N/A 0 = Low Risk
10 =Important 10 =High Risk

Engineering Design & Inspect.
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Site Selection/Conditions 0 0 0
Design Complexity 0 0 0
Specification Complexity 0 0 0
Design Schedule 0 0 0
Life Safety/Security 0 0 0

Construction
Types of Construction 0 0 0
Construction Complexity 0 0 0
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Market Conditions 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

Special Facilities Equipment
Requestor's Specifications 0 0 0
Maturity of Technology 0 0 0
Design Completeness 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

Standard Equipment
Specification Completeness 0 0 0
Quantity Accuracy 0 0 0
Price Accuracy 0 0 0
Method of Accomplishment 0 0 0

Operations
Complexity 6 9 54
Schedule 6 9 54
Quality Assurance/Control 6 8 0

TOTALS 18 26 108

Total Possible Score = 180
Total Relative Weights X 10

Score Ratio = Total Weighted Score / Total Possible Score = 0.600
....
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CONTINGENCY ANALYSIS FOR PROJECY ESTIMATES

PROJECT TITLE: SMALL VOLUME LOW LEVEL WASTE FACILITY

Item Title: Post Closure

Normal Maximum Contingency" Planning/Feasibility 35%
Budget/Conceptual 25%
Title I 20%
Title ll 15%
Portion Above Low Bid 10%

Base Contingency = Score Ratio X Normal Maximum Contingency =
0.600 X 35% - 21.00%

Types of Construction
Quality Assurance Level I, II, or III; add 0 to 10% 4.00%
Underground Lines not Clearly Defined; add 2 to 5% 0.00%
Contaminated Areas (describe); add 5 to 10% 0.00%

Other Special Requirements(describe); add % 20.00%
The greatest uncertainty in the post closure phase is determination
or requirements for the environmental monitoring program. The
number, type and frequenbcy of samples could ali change as a result of
regulatory processes governed by the NRC.

Construction Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

Design Uncertainty (explain); add % 0.00%

TOTAL PROJECT/ITEM CONTINGENCYPERCENT 45.00%

Scoredby: {_ /_)_ _/)_ i 22,
Cost Engineer: ,YJ(.Lt_'-__-_:IJO,_---" Date "-

Project Engineer: _J,_.L._ -_.__ Date / :._ff_,,/_2-

Reviewed by: /_ , ..
Project Engineer: /'_"/_"_'_-_'_.-'_'_-_ Date / /0"//___/

Approved by: -_._-_./ _, _ Date (//3/_Cost Engineering:
..,_ ]
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Appendix E

Cost Data

The cost data that follows is presented in a code of accounts format specified by the
National Low-Level Radioactive Waste Management Program. Contingency percentages are as
calculated in Appendix D. Supporting calculations and assumptions are noted in the Base Cost
Notes section of the worksheets.
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CODE OP Aocotncrs SUMMARY WORKSilEET

D]S.qC]UP'rloN BA.Y_ CONlINO 'l_ TOTA_ BASB co_r NO11_
COST .............................

..... !

PRB OP]HItA_ COSTS

SitcSelection 5,500,000 1,870,000 34_i, 7,370,000 Calculatedwithinthe analysisdone byoffice 103.
(rcL Table 3- I)

SiteData/Characterizltlba/EIS 7,573,710 2,$75,061 34% 10,148,771 Calculatedwithinthe analysisdone byoffice 103.
!(re[.Table 4- 3, Appendix.64lndndes one time initialttmpltag and
ipmma ridbtion pound survey)

SafetyAnalysis 750,000 255,0e0 34% 1,005,000 C_lcubted withis the analysisdone byoffice 103.

Licensing 4,000,000 1,360,000 34_ 5,360,000 Llcemlag includesPrepare/Submit/NRCReview.

Permits I0,000 3,400 34% 13,400 Estimator'sallo_mnee.

Administration 7"947,007 1,001,9621 34qb 3,948,989 Calculatedas 98% of ManagementSupportlabor.
(ref.Table 4-7" 4-5)

ConstructionManaKemeut 301,144 102,389 34% 403,533 CAtlctdJtcdtt 5% (PMcost) of construction
cost of SupportBufldinp, Land lmlxo_ments.
imndUtilities.
i(ref.Table 4-1)

GeneralSupplies 60,143 20,449 34% 80,592 Calculatedas29_ of ManagementSupport labor.
L

LegalFees 1,000,000 340,000 34% 1,340,000 Cslcnlsted with in the analysisdoneby office 103.

Construction 6,032,888 7.051,182 34% 8,084,070 Constructionindoles SupportBuildinp. Land
Improwments, UCities andMobilization.
(ref.Table 4-1)

ConstruclionEquipment 0 0 0% 0 ContractorFurnished

Equipw2n_Maintcnance 0 0 0% 0 ContractorExspeme
I

En_necrbsg and Design 7.030,003 690,201 34% 7.720,204!Calculatedas a pcrcentaSeof PreOps construction.
disposal unitcomtruction and coustructionequipment,

'ali of Operationsand PostCimurc.

Operatin_PlanandProcesses 1,200,000 408,000 34% 1,608,000 Calculsted with in theanalysis done by office103.

Baseline Monitor_g 1,334,614 453,769 34% 1,788,383 (tel Table 4- ;)

lnstitutioualTransferPayment 0 0 0% 0

...........

SUBTOTAL 32,739,510 11,131,4351 34_t 43,a70,94:!
..................



CODB OF ACCOURn _JII_dA]RY WO_

DBSC.RIMION BASle C_ 4/, 'roT._a..s BASBCOST NOI"_
COST

OIPBlgATINGCOSTS

FacilitiesStartup 161,926 59,913 37% 221,839Calculatedassubsequentyears'FacilitiesMaintenancecosts.

DisposalUnitComtruction 8,906,583 3,295,43637% 12,202,019Calcuhttedasthetotalofinlt_I/annualcomtructionof
ClamA & B/CCells.ClassA initial346,370.,ClassA annual
6,813,695.,ClassB/Chdthd69,535.,ClamB/Cannual1,676,983.
(tellTable4-6)

ConstructionManagement 445,329 164,772 37% 610,101Calculatedas5% oftotalcellconstructionemt

EquipmentMaintenance 4,185,308 1,548,56437% 5,733,873CalculatedasIstyearEq.Maint.cost139,643.+ 2hdyearEq.Maint.
cmt139,506x29years= 4,045,666+ 139,643,,4,185,309.
(ref.Table4-10)

Buildia8 & FacilitiesMaint. 3,393,924 1,255,75237% 4,649,676Calculatedas95.5%o!Isryearcost118,4162.x30years.
(telTable4-5)

Payroll 0 0 0% 0

CorporateAdminhtration 0 0 0% 0

Lepl Fees 402,672 148,989 37% 551,660 Calculatedas 1% of total Site Ops mst (40,267,183.)

EnvironmentalMonitoring 22,687,080 8,394,220 37% 31,081,300 Calculatedas 756,236per yearx30 yean
(re|. Table 4-11)

RegulatoryCosts 0 0 0% 0

Consumable 805,344 297,977 37% 1,103,321 Calculatedas 2% of total Site Ops co, t (40,267,183.)

Off'ce Equipment 604,008 223,483 37% 827,491 Calculatedas 1.5% of total SiteOps cost (40,267,183.)

Surety Bond 0 0 0%: 0

Instautional TransferPayment 0 0 0% 0

ConstructionEquipment 5,790,000 2,142,300 37% 7,932,300 Calculatedas total of new equipment 1styear ¢mt 1,930,030.
and total replacementequipment costs duringsubsequent years
3,860,000.
(telTable4- I0)

SiteOperalions 35,061,235 12,972,657,37% 48,033,892Calculatedas95.5%oftotalSiteOpscostlessBldg.andFa¢.Maint.
(38,455,159.- 3,393,924.= 35,061,235.)(telTables4-7,4-2)

Waste Operations 2,808,000 1,038,9_0 37% 3,846,960 CalculatedwithinTL as total per yearcent 93,600. x30 years
(tel.Tables4-9,4-2)

SuB'rOTAL 85,251,409 31,545,02I37_ 116,794,451
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CODB OP ACCOUNTS SUMMARY WORKSHRL_

DRSCItlI'TION ...... BASH COtCnNG _, TOTALS BASE COST NOTES
CO_ ,,,

CLOSURE COSTS

DisposalUnitClmure(EarthBerm) 1,948,746 623,599 32% 2,572,34.5CalculatedwithinCP astctalcostofEarthBerm
(ref.Table4-12)

EngineeringandDesign 295,524 94,568 32% 390,092Calculatedas10% oftotalEarthBermandBid&D&D costs.

Construction Management 147,762 47,284 32% 195,046 Calculatedas5% of total EarthBermandBidb D&D costs.

Personnel 3,174,900 1,015,9(58 32% 4,190,868 CalculatedwithinTL astotal laborcosts for Closure.
(ref.Table 4-13, 4-2)

Building/FacilityMaintemance 572,175 183,096 32% 755,270 Calculatedas monthlycost 10,038.x 5 years,

ConstructionEquipment 128,000 40,960 32% 168,960 Includespurchaseof new 4-door sedan, 4WD pickup,and backhoe.
(15,000.+ 15,000. + 98,000. = 128,000.)(reL Table 4-10)

Equipment Maintenance 674,481 215,834 32% 890,315 Calculatedas monthlycost 11,833.x 5 years.(ref. Table4-10)

EnvironmentalMonitoring 3,777,530 1,208,810 32% 4,986,340 Calculatedas yearlycost 756,236.x 5 years,i/ns a finalgammaradiation
groundsurvey. (ref. Table 4-11)

Fuel, Utilitiesand Materials 680,394 217,726! 32% 898,120[
i

InstitutionalTransfer Payments 0 O' 0% 0

Regulatory Costs 0 0 0% 0

Building/'Facil_D&D 1,050,149 336,048 32% 1,386,197 Calculatedwithin Costpm as the total for decontaminationand demolition
... of unnecessarystructureson thesite.

SUBTOTAL 12,449,661 3,g63,891 32_ 16,433,552
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CODE OF ACCOUNTS SUMMARY WO_

Di_'_RIFIiON BASE CONTENG _ TOTALS BASE COST NOTES
COST

POSTCLOSURB COSTS

Personnel 17,880,000 8,046,000 45% 25,926,000 (tel Table 4-15, 4-2)

ConstructionEquipment 790,000 355,500 45%1 1,145,500 laddies purchaseof a new 4-door sedan and 4WD pickupevry10 years
amia new bsck_e every 20 yearL (tel Table 4-10)

Fuel, Utilitiesand Materials 0 0 45% 0

EnvironmentalMonitoring 7.596.000 3,418.200 45% 11,014.200iCalculatedat totalof Post ClosureEhV.Moat. costsas thownin Table 4-16
(gel. Table 4-16)

Equipment& Vehicle MainL 1,450,000 652,500 45% 2,102,500 Calculatedwithin CPas total cost per3_tr 14,500.x 100yearJ
(gel Table 4-10)

Administration 0 0 0% 0

RegulatoryCmts 0 0 0% 0

SUBTOTAL 27316,000 12,472,200 455k 40,188.200
.

G R A N D T O T A L 2170,87,126
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